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MONDAY EVENING.

SEPTEMBER 18. 1905.

HELPLESS IN MIGHTY GRASP

TURKEY'S SICKMAN BEGINS TO

OF GREAT TUMULTUOUS WATERS

RAINED

GET BUSY FIXING BOSPHORUS

Loses Much Produce,

at St. Louis

River Front

NUMBER 211

Rise Being Quickest in Eleven

Though Russia Tells Ilim to Quit he Keeps Right
on. Pushing His Fortifications

Years.

Rapidly.

AT

KANSAS

CITY

SEVENTEEN

DAYS

JAPANESE NO BETTER SATISFIED

Kaw at Topeka Reached Fourteen Foot Mark, But is Now

and

Receding-Kans- as

Involving Women, Which Re
sulted in the Death of Four and the
Insanity of one Other.

Missouri

TURKEY CREEK SHOWS ITSELF BETTER SUITED FOR DUCKS

THIRTEEN

St. Ixmis, Mo., Sept. 18. Heavy
rains and swollen tributaries caused
a rise of more than ten feet in the
Mississippi river during tne past
In
twenty-fou- r
hours, and leeulted
damage along the river front amounting to many thousands of dollars. A
considerable quantity of produce and
other merchandise was washud away,
and a vast amount is feint la eanger.
Merchants having consignments along
the river have organized gangs of laborers and a.e endeavoring to save
their property. The river stage this
forenoon showed a riBe of ten feet in
twenty-fou- r
hours. This Is tne most
rapid rise since the one of eleven (
years ago when all of the 1) elands
were submerged.

Sept. 18. Steady
Constantinople,
work on toe new fortifications on the
Bosphorus is causing friction between
the Russians and the port ohicials.
Fortifications were hastily commenced
at the time of the mutiny on the Russian battle ship Knlaz Potenf Ine,
Turkey seizing upon this pretext as a
means for carrying out the scheme of
fortification which she has long desired, but which had always been op-

touches the fourteen foot mark. This
is a fall of half a foot since this morning. Last night's rain was .63 of an
Inch. Soldier creek was high and did
much damage to North Topeka Saturday, but at present It Is inside of
its banks.
The Union Pacific and Rock Island
through trains are running over the
Santa Fe between this city and Kansas City, owing to washouts. Santa
Ke officials report a clear line west
from Kansas City over their main
except
line and the Ottawa cut-ofsome trouble In the Kansas City yards.

TWO

,..v APPRFCIATIOV OF THE PART PUAYEH Hv . RESIDENT ROOSEVELT IN SECURING PEACE THE
News Item.
P7AR HAS REMOVED DISCRIMINATING DUTIES ON AMERICAN GOODS.
,

"I will fine yo $10, and hereafter
attend to your own business and
don't annoy young ladies," is the way
Judge Crawford settled with one H.
Sirams, who was arrested Saturday
evening on complaint of t wo respectable young ladies of this city, woo
charged that Slmms annoyed them
and took their picture, much against

their

will.

First Day Sees Hundreds of Visitors Arriving on Every Train and Prospects
Are Flattering for Record Breaking Crowds-Progr- am
Carried Out as Arranged.
Every train that entered the city
yesterday and this morning brought
many visitors to the fair. Hotel keepers, said this morning that never .on
have
the first day of any previous fair
so well
their rooming capacities beenpromises
filled. The advance guard
larto be the forerunner of one of theever
gest fair crowds the city has
known. The prospects for a very
fair are flattering, and the visitors are not likely to be disappointed
with the amusements the association
has to offer.
Prescident Greer's Address.
In his opening address delivered
this afternoon from the north steps of
the Alvarado, Mr. Greer said:
It arrords
Ladies and Gentlemen:
me great pleasure, as the president of
Territorial fair, to
the Twenty-fiftgreet you today In the name of that
association. I wish to extend to you
all a hearty and cordial greeting to
this, the marking point in the quarter
century of territorial fairs.
To those, who have by their energy,
pluck and sincere regards for the
faithful sacrifices tbey have made in
the past, in surmounting obstacles,
which we have had not to contend
with, I beg to pay my respects and
heartfelt thanks, and to clasp them as
the veteran fair workers of our territory. I refer to those men who originated and conducted the fairs, beginning In 1881 up to the present time.
In behalf of this association, I think
it not amiss at this time, to express
our greetings to ail who have participated in the making of this a successful fair.
I have briefly stated all that I care
now to say to you. Albuquerque greets
vim all. wherever you are from, in or
out of thp territory. We will t xpress
our cordiality in every move known to
the word.
The city appreciates your attendance here. We have no reservation
to offer for the success of this fair,
suc-csesf-

h

j

TODAY IN PHILADELPHIA

JEWELER FOX RETURNS
The
Philadelphia, Sept.
annual communication of the
I.
O. O. F.,
Sovereign Grand Ixlge,
opened here this morning. The convention will last all week and will
l.iiHT i,nn, tti.iiua,i.lj tt visitors tn
the city, besides the thousands of del
egates anu members ol tne oruer, wno
will take part in the conclave.
The members of the Sovereign
Grand Lodge were welcomed by Mayor John Weaver, of Philadelphia, and
addresses were delivered by We.villo
K fhtlbhnrkPleon
trrnnil lilHWterGlsquelais, grand patriarch; Mrs. An
na .Morrow, president of Rehekah Assembly; Major General J. Blair Andrews, department commander.
At
the name time a prize drill of the Patriarchs militant was held at the Sec
ond regiment armory.
lie program for the afternoon includes competitive degree work of
lodges, encampments
and Rebekah
ioilges at Lulu temple.
At half past seven in the evening
there will be a dress parade in front
BUSINESS IS GENERALLY
of the Second regiment armory. Later
SUSPENDED IN BOSTON in the evening there will be a recepSept. IS. Business gener- tion to Gen. M. A. Raney, general comally was suspended in the city today manding, at the did Fellows' temple,
during tlie funeral services over the and also a reception to Major General
body of Mayor Patrick A. Collins.
J. Blair Andrews, department com
Jeweler, returned
home fast night, and he came back
with his left foot in bad order. Mr.
Fox was at Kitchener, 1). C, on business, accompanied by W. I.. Hathaway.
During the stay at Kitchener
he and Mr. Hathaway took a hunt for
big game in the thick timbers that
abound thereabouts, and In the manipulations of the magazine of a rifle, a
shot was discharged, the ball striking
the top of tlie foot Just back of the
big toe, and ploughed itself through
that portion of the foot. The shot
was purely accidental and was much
regretted by Mr. Hathaway, who was
with Mr. Fox at the time of the shot.
Mr. Fox reports Mr. Hathaway as doing finely, he being the general manager for the Mutual Life Insurance
company of New York, for Oregon,
with home and headquarters at Portland, ami he sends regards and best
to foimer Albuquerque friends.
II. E. Fox. the

wii-he-

li.i.-to-

1

eighty-firs- t

Toklo,

Sept

18.

mander of Pennsylvania.
Tomorrow will be the principal day
of the convention and the main feature w ill be a grand parade of the Patriarchs Militant lodges and encampments in the afternoon.
Some Statistics from Report.
Philadelphia, Sept. 18. Disagreeable weather marked the formal opening today of the eighty-firs- t
annual
communication
of the Sovereign
Grand Idge of the Independent Order of Odd Fe.lows. The Initial exercises were held in Lulu temple, Bond
street, which was entirely Inadequate
Every
to accommodate the crowds.
Jurisdiction of the order in the United
States Is represented at the conclave.
Grand Sire Wright's report shows a
total membership In 14,315 subordinate lodges to be 1.217,145; encampment membership. 171, 839; Rchckah
471. "."!;
membership.
expenditures
for relief, $l.s:t3.ii4!l; to'al revenues,
$13.t;3u.7itl
total resources. $:17,45.-i71- .
Increase in membership of subordinate lodges during the year was
;.'). 724; in encampment
branch, 9.99b;
in Rebekah branch, 2fi.3!M ; militant
branch membership decreased 3oo and
Grand Sire Wright recommended radical measures to restore this branch.
:

because your presence here guarantees it.
Again extending to you a most cordial greeting, without fn''.her ceremony, I now declare thli. Twenty-fiftTerritorial fair open to all.
Troopers Go Into Camp.
Troop II, of the Fifth cavalry, in
command of Lieutenant Lewis, arrived in the city yesterday afternoon
from Fort Wingate on a special train
and immediately went into camp at
the west end of Gold avenue. The soldiers brought along their full equipment and some fine horses and their
drills this year will probably bo better
than any ever before seen in the
southwest, as the troopers have been
training for months for the fair.
Captain John Wetherill Is camped a
Rhort distance from the cavalrymen.
He and his band of Navajo bucks arrived late yesterday afternoon from
the Navajo reservation, having made
the entire trip to Albuquerque overland. The bucks are in fine shape,
dance on the
and their
streets tomorrow night will be very
interesting.
Tomorrow evening the troopers will

CHOLERA

REPORT

boarded with Mrs. Julia H. Mahon.
near where the body was found. Mrs,
Mahon says that she had noticed blood
stains on Girard's clothing.
BODY OF A WOMAN IS
FOUND UNDER A 6TOOP.

New York, Sept 18. In the discovery of the body of a woman found
huddled under a stoop in front of ths
big tenement house at 240 West
Thirty-seconstreet today, the polic
believe that they 'nave evidence of a
murder. The victim, who Is unknown,
was about 30 years of age, and was
poor circumstances.
evidently
in
There were marks of violence upon
her throat and the neck appeared to
be broken. The section in which the
body was fonnd is known as "Hell's
Kitchen," and Is the rendezvous for
bad characters.
d

Anti-peac-

demon-

e

strations continue- - to be held in different localities but there has been no
further violence. The members of
the Progressive party are united, but
the Constitutionalists are divided In
their attitude towards the peace settlement.

AN OPIUM DEN REVEAL8
HORRID STATE TO POLICE.
Salt Lake City, Sept. 18. A Chi-

nese woman today called the police to
a building at 63 Plum alley, where la
the third story the officers found a
dead Chinaman sitting bolt upright on
a cot, while in the room was a Chinese woman who appeared to be Insane, w ho had built a fire on the floor,
evidently for the purpose of destroying the building.
On the floor the police found a
young white woman, known aa "Bridie" Merode, In a dying condition from
what the police believe to be opium
posioning. There were Indication
that the Merode woman had been
dragged from the floor above.

OLD MAN SHOOTS HIS WIFE
OVER PROPERTY.
Pony, Mont., Sept. 18. W. S. Crews,
an old and prominent tesldent of this

place, shot

FELLOWS ASSEMBLE

18.

DEATHS

CHANGES IN
PARTY MADE BY PEACE.

and killed bis wife last
their marriage Crews signed over to nls wile all of his property

night

The Presbyterians of this city, who
have raised sufficient funds to build a
new church, will lay the corner stone
for the new edifice tomorrow afternoon.
The services will be ve'y interesting and will commence at 4
o'clock, on the church site, corner of
Silver avenue and Fifth street. The
following is the order of the services :
Hymn.
Solo, by Mrs. F. B. Schwentker.
Reading of ritual and laying of
corner stone. Rev. R. M. Craig.
Brief addresses by the pastor and
Rev. R. M. Craig.
Hymn, "How Firm a Foundation."

FROM BRITISH COLUMBIA

FAIR

OPENS WITH LARGE ATTENDANCE

SERVICES AT

The young ladies testified in court
that Simms had annoyed them on dif'
ferent occasions here of lute, and on
Saturday afternoon, while they were
on their way up town and while pass
ing the high school building, they met
feimms and a companion, who took a
snap shot of them with a kodak. To PRONINENT LAS CRUCES
this they seriously objected, ana niea
CITIZEN IS DEAD
complaint against Simms.
He was arrested and put up a cash
Inind of $25 for his appearance. This
4
hid nitiK no paid his fine, as above
Special
Citizen.
The
to
the
released,
after
stated, and was
Las Ciuces, N. M., Sept. 18.
court had given him a very severe
Schaublln, for many years
Jacob
lecture.
a resident of Ima Ciuces, father-in-laof Martin Lohman, the latBIG SCOTCH MUSTtR
ter a prominent merchant and
politician of Las Cruces, member
HELD AT EDINBURGH
of the board of equalization, died
at Las Cruces Saturday evening
from a complication of diseases,
Edinburgh, Sept. IS. The greatest
after a lingeiing Illness of sev- 4
muster of Scotchmen under arms
was
eral years' duration. The de- 4
since the battle of Klooilen Kit-Iceased leaves a wife and one 4
reviewed by King Edward her.- todaughter, wife of Martin Lohman, 4
day. Nearly 4j,iiuii Scotch volunteers
and two sons. Mr. Schaublin was 4
marched past his majesty.
for many years engaged in the
milling business.
SIR THOMAS LIPTON IS
HURT IN THE PARADE
Edinburgh, Sept. 18 Sir Thomas
Upton, (illieer of one of the regiments,
was thrown from his horse by its sud- ODD
denly swerving. His mouth was cut
and his arm and shoulder were bruised but iiis injuries are not serious.

TERRITORIAL

TWENTY-FIFT- H

BEGIN
WILL
H. SIMMS, AN AMATEUR PHOTOG- PRESBYTERIANS
WORK AT ONCE UPON THEIR
TO
GRIEF
RAPHER, COMES
HANDSOME NEW CHURCH EDITHROUGH HIS EFFORTS TO
FICE, TO COST $20,000.
TAKE THEIR PICTURE.
you

SIX

IMPORTANT

OF CORNERSTONE

Y0UNG1ADIES

CASES,

It Is understood that the Russian
ambassador, Zioneff. pointed out. to
the sultan that, further fortification of
the straits was incompatible with
friendly relations between Turkey and
Russia, but nevertheless the wotks
are being actively pushed.

MADISON, KANSAS, IS
LARGELY UNDER WATER.

ITLRES!lG

NEW

posed by RusBia.

Madison, Kan., Sept. 18. One of
the worst floods ever experienced is
now raging.
The Verdigris Is overWHAT KANSAS CITY CAN
flowing
banks and half of the city
TELL ABOUT FLOODS. is1 under its
water. Great difficulty Is exKansas City, Mo., Sept. 18. Rain perienced by the people In getting
vicinity
has fallen In Kansas City and
from their homes, but it Is not known
every day except one during Sep- whether any lives were lost.
to
date
tember, with a total rainfall
of ten Inches in seventeen das, and FARMERS IN CALLAWAY
MO., DRIVEN FROM HOMES.
today there- was no prospect of cessation.
Jefferson City, Mo., Sept. 18. The
Practically Jie tame oniHIona have Missouri river Is rising rapidly here
Misprevailed throughout western
and the inhabitants of "Darktown"
souri, especially the northwestern are moving from the lower part of the
of
portions
corner of the state, and
city to higher pround. The farmers
eastern and central Kansas. All of In Callaway county in the lowlands
country
the streams in this part of the
have been driven from their homes.
continue to rise and railway traffic is
of
because
becoming demoialized
TURKEY CREEK INUNDATES
TOWN OF ROSEDALE.
washouts.
an
Inch
yesterday
In this city since
Kansas City, Mo., Sept. 18. Turkey
Wichand a half of rain fell, while at
creek, which flows through Roaedale,
ita, Kan., the precipitation amountt-t- o Kan., and which is a tributary of the
3.14 Inches.
Kaw river between the two towns of
Kansas City, Mo., and Kansas City,
SANTA FE HAS STILL
Kan., is on a rampage, and many peoVIRTUALLY A CLEAR LINE. ple living along the banks of the
Topeka, Kan., Sept 18. The Kaw stream were forced to move out togauge today day.
river at government

FINED FOR ANNOYING

PEACE

Some Peculiar Transactions

Both Suffering.

,

WITH

On

and the management of his former
possessions had caused trouble between them.

TRUCK DRIVER IS WANTED
ON A MURDER

CHARGE.

CHOLERA CONDITION

New York, Sept. 18. A large force
of detectives Is searching for Joseph
Glrard, for whose arrest a warrant
has been Issued in connection with the
murder of Augusta Pfeifer, of
Road, West Chester, on last
Monday. Glrard is a truck driver and

IN

GERMANY NO BETTER.
Berlin, Sept. 18.An official bullesays
tin
that there were thirteen new
cases of cholera and six deaths front
noon Saturday until noon today, making a total of 202 cases and 71 deaths
to date.

give their first exhibition on the down
town streets.
Tonight's Program.
The following Is the order of enter
tainment which will be .carried out on
the down town streets tonight:
7:30 p. m.Rand parade.
FORTY SECOND ANNK. ; ...
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT
8:00 p. m. Fire alarm.
8:15 p. m. Pyrotechnic display.
VERSARY CHICKAMAUGA
OF SONS OF VETERANS
8:30 p. m. Navajo Indian rough rid
ing.
Gettysburg," Pa., Sept. 18. The naChattanooga,
Sept. 18. Several
Tomorrow's Program Santa Fe Day
9:00 a. m. Hand concerts, down tional encampment of the Sons of Vet- thousand veterans from all parts of
erans began here this morning. The the country are assembled
town.
here to at10:00 a. m. BaRe ball. El Paso vs attendance is very large and Includes tend three Important reunions of vethundreds of members of the Ladles'
I.as Vegas.
Auxiliaries of the Sons of Veterans. erans and at the same time celebrate
1:30 p. m. 2:11 pace.
Many of the members of the order are the anniversary of the battle of
a,
2:00 p. m. Clifton vs. Trinidad.
accompanied by their wives
and
2:30 p. m. Trotting ostrich
which was fought on Sep3:00 p. m. Six furlong running families.
tember 19 and 20, 1863. The three
This morning only a short business organizations holding their reunions
race.
session was held, while the afternoon here are the Society of the Army of
3:30 p. m. Trotting ostrich.
4:00 p. m. One mile cowboy race will be devoted to a visit to the battle- the Cumberland, Wilder's Brigade and
4:30 p. m. United States cavalry field and sightseeing in general. In King's Brigade. Besides these Sherithe evening the Gettysburg Ladies' dan's old division and a number of
drill.
Auxiliary will give a reception in hon- regimental organizations, among them
New Town.
or of the visitors.
7:30 p. m. liand parade.
the Seventeenth
Regiment of Ohio
Tomorrow morning the first formal Volunteer Cavalry are holding
8:00 p. m. Fire alarm.
their
8:15 p. m. Grand Illumination, BOO session of the encampment will be annual reunions.
place
Will
in
held
and
take
another
Bociety
pounds red fire.
The
of the Army of ths
8:30 p. m. Navajo
dance. the afternoon. In the evening there Cumberland held Its opening session
will be a reception by the national of- this morning in the convention hall of
ficers of the organization.
the Road House. It was purely a
On Wednesday morning and after- business meeting without any featnoon the visitors will make trips over ures of general
interest. In the afterthe famous battlefield under the lead- noon the members
of the organization
ership of competent guides. In the will take an excursion
trip to Mission
evening there will be a campfire.
Ridge,
Knob, the national
OVER MASSACRES The encampment will close on cemetery.Orchard
ASK
Fort Wood, Cameron Hill,
Thursday.
After the encampment and other points of historic interest.
many of the delegates will take a trip In the
evening there will be a large
were to Washington, I). C.
local authorities
Russian
Boston, Mass., Sept. 18. The
meeting before wheh Col. John J.
nian-American
citizens of Boston, charged with having actually caused NORWAY
will deliver an address.
STILL DENIES
Moslem
held a mass meeting last night to pro- disorders and encouraged
Tomorrow morning the Army of ths
MOBILIZATION OF TROOPS
test against the massacre of Armen- fanat icism.
Cumberland will hold another busiChristiana, Norway, Sept. 18. An- ness
The i evolutions al-- o atp l to tlie
ians in Caucasus. Resolutions were
meeting
the Road House,
l
denial was issued while Wilder's atBrigade
adopted denouncing the Russian au- American people and government to- other
association
thorities, and holding iliem responsi- bring pressure to hear n .11 the gov- toda yof tlie renewed charges of Nor- will meet in the Auditorium, King's
g 10 pin tin wegian mobilization of troops, made Brigade in
l. I ei i i ble for tlie death of thousands of in- eminent hi
the old Chamber of Comtills morning in the Swedish papers. merce hall and
end to the bloodshed.
nocent persons.
Sheridan's Division at
It is declared that Norway has made
Chamber of Commerce rooms on
no military preparations except such the
street.
as are absolutely necessary from a Broad
WITTE AND COLLEAGUES
BOSTON BOUND CAR
Tomorrow afternoon
North Carodefensive point of view.
ARRIVE AT PLYMOUTH
TURNED OVER IN TUNNEL
lina monument will be dedicated and
IS
F.ng.,
steaSept.
The
Plymouth,
IS.
places
One car of the
of Interest on and near the
New York, Sept.
King Edward in Scotland.
on
Chlckamauga battlefield will bo visitexpress train bound for Boston, was mer Kaiser Wi.hclm II., having
Kdinburg,
18. King Edward
Sept,
arrivcolleagues,
Mr.
by
Wide and
board
ed
the veterans.
overturned today in the New York ed here today. The Russians, who accompanied by the queen and a,
Central tunnel, and twelve persons were all in good health, went on to largo suite, arrived here yesterday NO
SCORE AT END
today attended a large and bril- were injured. The accident was caus- Cherbourg, where they will land this and
en-- !
Hunt
volunteers.
of
leview
The
ed by an open switch. The passen- afternoon.
OF SECOND INNING
tire population of the city turned
gers III the overturned car were
to greet and cheer the king and the1
greatest enthusiasm
prevailed. A'
thrown about violently but none sus- BEEF TRUST PACKERS
SPARRING FOR TIME brilliant reception will be given in GREATEST GAME OF SEASON IN
tained fatal injuries.
PROGRESS AT TRACTION PARK
Chicago, Sept. 18. Counsel for the honor of the king this evening.
THIS AFTERNOON WITH ALBUIn
the
federal
declared
beef
trust
AGED PHILANTHROPIST
QUERQUE PLAYING TRINIDAD.
court today that they were not ready COAL OIL JOHNNY PUTS
AND SCIENTIST DEAD to proceed, but expressed the intenUP THE PRICE OF OIL
Philadelphia, Sept. 18. Gen. Isaac tion to fiio later In the day whatever
Cleveland, Sept. 18. The Standard
With no score at end of second innJ. Wister, philanthropist and scientist, action they decided to take. It is un- uil company today advanced the sell- ing, the game between Albuquerque
died today at Claymont, Delaware, af- derstood the packers will attack the ing price of ad grades of refined oil and Trinidad at Traction park this after several days of iKness, aged 78 validity of the grand Jury, which vot- half a cent per gallon, and gasoline ternoon, promises to be the greatest
years.
ed the Indictments against them.
j game of the season.
one cent a gallon.
Pierce, who is pitching for Trinidad
Retail Druggists Hold Convention.
Is said to be no other than the famous
Boston, Mass., Sept. 18. Fully 1,000 Glaze, of the Sllverton, Colo., team,
delegates from all parts of the country and he is being played under protest.
IN CHICAGO TO
ar In attendance at the national con- If this Is Gaze he is a phenomenon,
vention of the National Association of as this year he pitched a game in the
Retail Druggists. The opening ses- Black Hills league in North Dakota,
sion was lie Id this morning at Paul nine Innings, no hit, no score and
Revere hall. The headquarters of the struck out twenty-threbatters.
association are at the Copelcy Square
Benn is pitching a great game and
Chicago, Sept. IS. Delegatus re- sion should be vested with powfr, hotel.
struck out four men up to the end of
the second Inning. Kunz got a single
porting from the vaious trades, in- wheie a given rate has been challenged, and after full hearing found
In the first half of the second. The
Convention of Bridgeworkers.
dustrial and producing interests of to
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. IS. The In- right fielder fumbled the ball and by
unreasonable, to decide, subject
le
a
hold
country
convention
are to
the
to judicial review, what slijijl bo a ternational Association of Bridge and sensational base running Kunz got to
in Chicago on October 2G and 27. The reasonable rate to take Its place, the Structural Ironworkers opened its an- third. But it was to no avail, he was
object of the convention is to im- ruling of the commission to take ef- nual session hero today. Delegates caught at home, while attempting to
press upon counters tlie extent of the fect immediately and to continue until lepresenting state and local organiza- score on a ball hit by Randall.
demand of the people for legislation it is reversed by the court of review.' tions from all parts of tho United
Pettus Is catching a great game and
The convention ulso will endeavor States are presint. The coneiil??-outlined In the president's last annual
his fine catches of fouls pulled Albuto, arouse public interest in tin move
message to congress, as follows:
is of much Importance to the building querque out of one or two very tight
industries of tlie couutrv.
"The interstate commerce commis Illent.
places.
Pel-pha-

h

"

Chlck-amaug-

a

a

MEETINGS OF ARMENIANS HERE
ACTION
Arme-

Mc-Co-

seiiii-otllcia-

:

I

or'

j

I

CONVENTION

DEMAND RATE CONTROLLING

J

CITIZEN

KVKN1NG

ALllUQUEKQUE

PAGE TWu

MONDAY, SEPT. 18 1905.

Haiinv Hunting Ground, says the
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
N. PEACH & CO.
(iallun Republican. The four of this
DENTISTS.
THE
CITIZEN wrath Is wca inij off and one by one
REAL EST AYE DEALER 8
the Indians are leaving their hiding
t
DISEASE
INVITES
DR. J. E. KRAFT.
coming
nre
and
In
Mils
the
Plan's
fabllnhH Dillr and Weekly by
phone 535. Office 208V4
.!,..a tiniirivlmintit ati.l Automatic
Dental Surgeon.
Tt..
Into town or down into the valleys.
iiiiiuu iiic t.i
'fr 'fr 4
4 4 4 4-4 4' 4 4
Room 16 and 16 Urant block, over
West Gold Ave.
trongth
cv rv 'tut of the body when
to
Citizen Publishing; Company In many cases hunger drove the Indians out of hiding anil forced them the Golden Rule Dry (rood Company. it is rich, pine nnd healthy. When from
by
Appointments
made
any cause it b "m s oiseasi-- or wean it
to hit the trail for civilization after Both phones.
at Pnltr. for trmnamiHion through th
mall.
cannot snpplv the nutriment the system
food.
THIRD
Hiaila
aerorid el.M m.tt.r.
1... I.. ..1 id mi :Mp- tn rpi-- t - t Iim
la nuti un
fcdmund J. Aiger, D. D. ft.
"i ins,
Utile
hour diseases and tn'iibli s tbut are constantly
No. SXS HaM road tvenua
RENEWED ACTIVITY IN
;3U a. m. to 1K.SU p. m.; 1:30 p. m. to I
assailing it to break down me ueaun.
NEW MEXICO MINING.
V
a. Appointment mad
p. m. Telephone
ALBUQUERQUE, NEV MEXICO
foun't it to be
I have need S 8. B. and
A deal was closed, according to the ty mall.
... huinu. All Kinds of Fresh and Salt Meats. --5
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There will be some Big Real Estate Sales made between now and Spring

Albuquerque Always Booms in the Winter
PRICES ARE NOW THE LOWEST

i

chance for wage earners to make big money. 150 beautiful 50 foot
ricoiuunce lulo udotcrn Addition, Highlands. Tndav.
diinn
' "J viww,
J nnrn nnlv
$150, $200 per lot.
OU CAN a j a
... .
A

DOUBLE YOUR WAGES BY BUYING
A LOT NOW.
W. H.

ooooooo
0

1

oo

SURETY INVESTMENT COMPANY
Greer,
Pres.

oooooooo

.

Solomon Luna.

AT THE CASINO

Wide Open Doors

anticipa-

J. D. EMMONS

i

INDI-CATO-

I

cow-boj-

i

j

-

j

oiie-l,nl-

io

j

'

self-relian-

Healthy Body.

POSTUM
FOOD COFFEE

Corr-sponden-

Four-Trac-

AT, W.

V-Pr- es.

Flournoy, Sec.

M

Sellers, Mgr.

D. K. B.

. .i
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Thoroughly imbued with
tion of a treat from the newly arrived vaudeville troupe, procured
0
from abroad y .Miss Marian Whiting,
a crowded house was not entirely disappointed at the Casino Saturday night.
Some of the new actors are very good
some are very bad. The percentand
COME IN AND MAKE YOURSELF AT HOME. SPECIAL PRICES
age is about even for and against, if
earnest and mocking applause tell of
TO VISITORS. ASK ABOUT THE FREIGHT WE PAY.
success and failure. The audience,
which was very much the same that
attended the frost of the Saturday
night previous, was not in the mood
to accept anything not Just
with smiles and boquets, but
was more inclined toward severeness.
The actors, too, frightened some by
the treatment meted out to the first
Successor to Futrelle Furniture Co., Corner Coal Ave. and 2d St.
bunc'a of vaudeville artists, may have
been a little nervous and not at their
best. This is more than likely true
""""""
in the case of Richard and La Byrd.
never been defeated, is shown by the These youngsters were afraid that
UMPIRE JEFFRIES
thev eouldn t make good, and in their
following record'
February,
28, 1898, Joe Goddard, W.,' eal u crt,ate the desired impression.
HAS CLEAN RECORD Los Angeles 4
out some song and dance
j handed
rounds
March 22.' 1898, l'eter Jackson, W..1 8tunls that n,ade the audience smile
And lf tne Hamilton rdsters. Call and
San Francisco, 3 rounds.
HE IS HERE TO USE THE
hadn't lessened the tedium,
April 22, 1898, Pete Everett, W, San1
BALL
BASE
FOR THE
which followed the preceding numbers.
Fianeisco, 3 rounds.
IN
RECORD
THE
HIS
GAMES
bhu m B" '
May 6, 1898, Tom Sharkey, V., ban wlln a llvv
"Vamos to new town, would have
RING.
20 rounds.
August 5, 1898, Bob Armstrong, most likely been the result.
Marion Whiting followed with monJames J. Jeffries, the heavyweight W., New York, 10 rounds.
ologue and character Impersonation
9,
1899,
K.,
June
Fitjtsimmons,
Bob
champion since 1899, was bora at
and was received with much better
Coney Island, 11 rounds.
Carroll, Ohio, April 15, 1875. An exNovember 3, 1899, Tom Sharkey, W., grace t'nan on her first appearance of
the week previous. Miss Whiting is
pert boilermaker by profession, his Coney Island, 25 roundB.
April 6, 1900, Jack Finnegan, K., a very clever woman, but her popufirst knowledge of the ring was ob
larity earned last night will last lon1 round.
tained while acting In the capacity of Detroit,
ger if she Is less liberal with her ac11,
May
1900,
Coney
K.,
Jim
Corbett,
trainer for James J. Corbett, while Island, 23 rounds.
complishments.
A couple of encores
the latter was champion of the world.
will
September 17, 1901, Hank Grlffln, with curtain call appearances,
Through the knowledge of the fighting
quite suffice at each performance,
game he thus obtained, Jeffries grad- W., Los Angeles, 4 rounds.
audience
September 24, 1901, Joe Kennedy, though an
ually succeeded in winning his way to
is here greeting. The little La Byrd
lame. After fighting several minor K., Los Angeles, 2 rounds.
November 15, 1901, Gus Ruhlin, V., girl did much better in her second
battles at home and in different parts
appearance,
and acquaintance may
of the state, Jeffries made his fim ap- San Francisco, 5 rounds.
favor
towards
here by the palend
25,
July
K.,
Bob
1902,
Fitzsimmons,
pearance before a New York gathering
trons of the Casino.
8
Francisco,
San
rounds.
on August 5, 1898.
The illustrated song, "Albuquerque
He was scheduled to fight two men, W.,August 14, 1903, James J. Corbett, Boy, Guess Who," number was a real
11
Francisco,
San
rounds.
Bob Armstrong and Steve O'Donnell,
August 26, 1904, Jack Munroe, K., conundrum. Though the pictures were
ten rounds each before the Lenox Ath- fine, the singer did not know his
San Francisco, 1
rounds.
verses, and it would have been muc'n
i
better if the audience had drawn a
OLD TIME FIRE
blank instead of No. 6. Imagine a
singer
standing half off and half on
FIGHTERS IN PARADE
the stage and to an Intelligent audience. Mr. "Guess Who" has a very
Billy Sanguinette, Perfecto Armijo, good voice, however, and lf he will
Tom F. Phelan, R. W. Hopkins, W. T. study up a little the failure last night
if
MeCreight, E. S. Stover, W. Y. Wal- will prove one of the best on tne proton and R. H. Greenwood are the resi- gram.
dent members of the original fire deThe .Mexican orchestra made quite
partment. They should participate in a hit.
the big parade to contrast the two
Cowboys and Soldiers Attend.
organizations
and methods of fire
Another packed house greeted the
fighting. If they will meet at The vaudeville, artists at the Casino last
Citizen office tomorrow morning at 9; night
Among the crowd were the
o'clock, reorganization can be effect cowboys and a numher of soldiers who
s
ed.
are here to attend the alr. The
occupied the front row of stits
VOTE OF THANKS
and :urnished the chiof amusemer.t of
the evening. When the artists would
direct a few jesting remaiks to the
At the regular September meeting boys
the tall uncut, they would
of the Mutual Pioteetive associa- let outfrom
JAS. J. JLFFRlEri
a few ki y's y's and wave their
de Atrisco, res- - Mats, much to the amusement
lot ic club. In the first bout with Arm- - tion of Ranchos
of the
strong. Jeffries showing did not make olutions were offered commenting other s,)ec,ator8. The boya know a
,
,mw
much of an impression on his New upon the appointment of the new,t,
h
the Honorable Don Per- f.nj(,v(M th(.mst,,v(.8 last nlnht.
York spectator for one who had cham- - sheriff
piouship aspirations. He received the recto Ariniljo, moreover a unanimous!
decision, but broke his flnegr and vote of thanks was rendered to his AMfcRICAN LUMBER COMPANY
was thus i.revented
from lighting excellency, ihm Miguel A. Otero, for
"le wise selection of one of its niem- O'Donne ll.
ENTERTAINS FAIR VISITORS
llio next important meeting was hers,
We feel confident that the new sherw ith nnl. Fitzsimmons.
Few people
thoii 'ht he would win the champion-- ! iff will perform the duties of his of- - EVERY ONE WHO VISITS THE BIG
MILLS THIS WEEK WILL BE PRE
manner,
ship, and the betting was two to one lice in a very satisfactory
SENTED WITH A HANDSOME
against him. His decided victory over with impartiality and efficiency, thereby
SOUVENIR.
re Meet ing credit on the biipeiior ofFit
astonished the world and was
The t;illi in pugilistic elides for some ficer who appointed him.
The American Lumber company,
NESTOR SENA,
time to come.
greatest industry, which
E. Yrisarri, Secy.
Pres.
size and
.lefT is a man of great
i.i ii
ii)a mm in aiiwnnm new ami up
weight. He- st:tn.ls six feet, one and
to I'.i'e, has again come to the fore.
RAILROAD PARAGRAPHS.
f
inches in 'height and averThis lime the i.Mii.igeiuent of he coin- ages l. pounds wh n entering the
John Stein, superintendent of the patiy has announced that all during
ring. His other measurements are: Harvey
s stem in New Mexico, arrived this w eek it will take gn at pleasure
1S inches
Neck
m eine. taming visitors to the fair by
from l.a Vegas last night.
("nest
4:!'i inches
showing them through the big mills.
4H Indies
Expanded
President Frank M. Murphy, of the
Tile company has employed a numC5 inches
Waist
Santa Fe, Prescott & Phoi nix railway, ber cif competent guides, who will be
TH'-- j
Inches
(each
spent yesterday in the city on his way stationed at the main entrance to the
1' inches
Ulceus
home from a trip to New York. Mr. iniils and every hour these guides will
Calf
17'a inchts
Murphy was traveling with his family take the visitors
through the mills
12'j. indies
Forearm
in his piivate car.
and give them a chance to see the
l''l inches
Thigh
greatest
in the Southwest,
A peculiarity of Jeff's build is his
Yesterday morning a special train in additionindustry
to showing them about the
cthort legs and his long, massive body
iiy
cnai
iereu
association
iiik
iair
ai
guest will be presented
wnnu mo ami senr io vv ingate station on tne with aneach
ms only name uuring
artistic souvenir in the shape
championship was involved was his Santa Fe to bring In the troops that of
door, made in the company's
fight in San Francisco with James are to form one of the chief attract newa small
sa.-and door factory.
J. Corbett, former heavyweight cham- - tlons during fair week. The special!
It is needless to say that great
pion.
arrived In tbe city last night witu the crowds will take advantage
of the
The fight lasted for eleven rounds.1 troops aboard.
company's hospitality.
.
Lnr.n'u (.rl..rf u tin ia a nU nout ed yfvt
to be the most scientific tighter in There are other WRITING IN SIGHT
Interesting to Students.
TYPEWRITERS.
tho world, succumbed. That Jeff has
The schools and colleges will soon
Hut the I.. C. SMITH BROS, by FAR
open
for the fall term and there will
excels them all. Then It has a TAB- be many
young men and
mria. jut;
ULATOR and MIMEOGRAPH attachwomen who will lie looking for a
6 ment, without extra charge.
good way to earn their expenses. The
N. W. Alger,
solicited.
i
News, the great Illustratgeneral agent, 124 South Walter BL
ed monthly magazine of travel and
$
IT 18 EASY To MAKE GOOD education, appeals to intelligent readBREAD
WITH
CLUB
HOUM ers and students who will find it easy
to secure subscriptions for It. The
Both brought about by
FLOUR.
terms to persons soliciting subscripWOMAN'S EXCHANGE.
tions are extremely liberal and offer
401 West
Railroad avenue. Bell a very generous margin of profit. It
phone black 265-2- .
All home cooking. will pay any one Interested to write
Fresh goods every day.
to the publisher, George H. Daniels,
7, East 42nd street, New York, for
See the window display of the Rio full particulars.
Grande
Woolen
Mills
at
Globe
the
Try todays to prove.
store, then ask for those $3.50 walk"Drip, drip, drip, oil every wrnere"
ing skirts.
Detter cook with safe gas.

Healthy Mind,

uown - - ? i per week

$iu

i

B Evening
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Citizen Wants!

One Cent Per Word

for Each Insertion

Making a Lit

T Inure proper clatRlftotioi ids for this colons matt be la
the office before o'ctock
p. m. Ads pkoaed receive the unit careful atUottoa that is lvea
U ad br jbt to offka.

i

AN OPPORTUXITY F03 YOU
Mnymen fall to inremt tbrotmh lick of opnortn-Di(- r.

i Urk thrluiil mm to nil buiiJrpiinof biich
grk.19 opixtrtunltiei now on our HU. We have
Clerical, Tcrhnlcal mnd Salenmtn ponittooa par
Inn from 11,000 to
which mnm Im filled at
one. If you want to brtu-- r yonr condition write for
plan and booklet. Offlcw In U cities.

jw

HAPOOODS (Inc.), Brain Broken
917 Chemical Building, St. Loala

WANTED.
WANTKD

A

seamstress at

once.

y

Ap-pl-

West Copper.
WANTKL) rtiree paiuierb, oigneut
wages. C. A. Hudson.
WANTKD
Roomers and uourders.
417 West Silver avenue.
WANTED Kirst and second house
girl. Inquire at this office.
WANTED Girl for general house
work. Apply to 810 Park avenue.
WANTED
A good cook. Mrs. E. L.
. . T n ...... .1
U'achlm.n 71A
WANTED
Experienced dining room
girl; no other need apply. Columbus hotel.
WANTED
At once, a competent girl
for general housework. Apply 523
Kcleher -avenue.
WANTEDFirst class girl for gen-erhousework. Apply 617 West
Copper. Mrs. Robert Putney.
WANTED
Position as expert book-- ,
Keeper or onice man. Address,
Hank iMcKay, Los Lunas, N. M
WANTED
Three furnished or unfur-nlshe- d
rooms by couple no children; must be modern. 410 South
Fifth street.
A
WANTED
molding man, wood
turner and sash and door man. Superior Planing Mill company,,
9
South First street.
WANTED Gentleman with good
to travel. Call for Wllstler,
H. B. Weiller & Co.'s store.
W A. ibAJ
aevoud-uauOeuueiueu
clothing. No. 616 South First street,
south of Tladuct. Send address and
will call. R. J. PwepneT. proprietor.
WANTED Women and girls to make,
paper flowers; will be taught and
paid for work. Apply at once. Mrs.
Doran, corner of Sixth street and
Railroad avenue.
WANTED Lady or gentleman to do
clerical work at home; part or full
time, salary accordingly. Address
with stamp, sending references.
American Home Supply Co., 127
Plymouth Place, Chicago, 111.
OWNER NEEDS MONEY $500 will
buy $1,000 equity in a nine room
frame house, in the Highlands, lot
100x142, east front; shade and fruit
trees, barn and chicken house. BeRt
street In town; Incumbrance $3,000.
Address P. O. B. 114. city.
MALE HELP WANTED.
WANTED Agents for complete
Japanese
war book; good salary, sample free. Address Globe
Co., 7L':t Chestnut St.. Philadelphia.
513

!

601-60-

m

Hussion--

FOR RENT.
FOR RENT Nice rooin.evt'rythitig
4l"i North Secnew and pleasant.
ond street.
Foil KENT h in rii.Jie.i rooms by the
West Tijeras
week or month at
a

enne.

Two large store rooms,
FOR llKN'l
centrally located. Inquire 312 West
Lead avenue.
FOR RENT Tw. Mirny Mi:
front rooms, for Imn.-- i eeping. 4oi;
North Arno s'i
Full RENT A suito of itiree rooms,
very desireahle for party of young
men. 7)3 West Copper.
FUR KEN T .Most de rablt rooms
in city, single or ensuite, with table
lioarrl. 713 West Copper.
KWOrENT T wo el eg a n t rooms,
for man and wife. 415 North
Sernn'1 street, "lioarl If preferred.
1'Ui: RENT Apartments
in Park
View terrace, eight rooms each;
II.
modern equipment throughout.
H. Tilton, room lt, Grant block.
EUR RENT Two nicely furnished
ftont rooms for gentlemen; also
three rooms furnished for light'
housekeeping.
Mrs. Williams, 311.
West Silver avenue.
FUR RENT Two large store rooms,
ware house and twelve living rooms.
Everything new and modern. Mrs.
llrault, comer ot Broadway and;
Marquette avenue
FOR KENT rruui uie- tu He nicely
furnished rooms for light housekeeping; also ranch of ten or thirty
acres, with four-roohouse, furnished or unfurnished. Apply Mrs.
E. K Nor is. 524 John street.
FOR RENT Seven large furnished
rooms with bath upstairs, dining
room .kitchen, bedroom downstairs;
two story brick building two blocks
from Santa Fe shops; good hotel to
right parties.
inquire 123 South
First street.
rUlt RENT Two pleasant rooms for
light housekeeping, with electric
lights. Inquire of Mrs. H. E. Ruth-erforcorner Broadway & Iron,
same block Congregational church.
i

suit-abl-

e

WITH OUR

Pilsnor Beer

FOR SALE.
FOR SALE-Tw- o
saddle "ponies; also
la what wa aro dolrt0 with ovary
one buggy horse and buggy. 502
on who toata Ita dolleioya flaSouth Second street.
vor and otrangthanlng owalMw.
UR SALKi Heating stove, gasoline
There la no warm waathor krr-rag- e
stove, refrigerator,
book case ana
that can oomparo wttri
sideboard. Inquire 709 West Gold
thla refreshing drink on a warm
avenue.
day..
It la not only ploaaant to
FOR SALE OR RENT Ranch of 160
taate, but la Invigorating mn4
acres;
mhouse, alfalfa, orchwholoaome. $3 par caaa of two
ard, all irrigable; will sell all or
dozen quartee; $2 per caaa of
part. Box 46, city.
J
wo gwen
pirns.
FOR SALE A fine piano, rea&inable;
apply at this office.
A.
FOR SALE Household goods, stoves,
Auto. Phono 292.
ASK FOR DIAMOND ICE.
Colo. Phono S3
dressers, tables, lounges, chairs, etc.
zvi South Arno street.
FOR SALE Spring wagon, used two
months; will sell cheap. A. B., Q
Auto phone, 316. Bell phone, 115. Residence Auto phone, No. 299. 0
Journal office.
FOR SALE Engine. Owing to en-- j
rUnmrsl Director mnd
Urging our power plant wo offer for Q
power,
saie one vxiz,
Black or White Hearse, $5.00.
Commercial Club BuUdlnf. A
Buckeye automatic cutCITY UNDERTAKER.
off engine, for $250. Can be seen In 0
operation at our mill. It Is an excellent machine. The John Becker
company, Belen, N. M.
I

Southwestern Brewery

A

Ice Company

A. BORDERS,

O00000ooo4ooo

LOST.

a plain
ixsi
return to this

blmr

nug;

baud

office and receive

UNDERWOOD

re-

ward.
LOST Black pocket book containing
railroad passes and other papers.
Return to Harry F. Lee and receive
liberal reward.
A
LOST, STRAYED OR STOLEN"
strawberry roan mare, white face,
four whlto feet, mane clipped short,
long tall; $20 reward and no ques- iiuiio ubivcu, ii rtnurueu m j, w.i
McQuade, 234 North Walter street.!
STOLEN
STO jiS Th ree office chairs from
office of Grand Central Hotel. O.
Dtnsdale, proprietor. Reward offered
for arrest and conviction of Qlet.

I

V'i-rH-

VISIBLE TYPEWRITERS
The best machine In the
world. This is no experiment, but has been tested and tried, and has
200,000 in use.
If jrou
interested in typewriters call or address

1

GEO, S, RAMSEY
401 W. R. R. Ave.
General Agent for
New Mexico

Money to Loan
on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,

Wagons and other Chattels; also on
SALARIES AJS'D WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10.00 and aa high
as $200.00. Loans are quickly made
One
Time:
and strictly private.
month to one year given. Goods reyour
possession.
Our
rate
main In
are reasonable. Call and see us beborrowing.
fore
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.,
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms S and 4, Grant Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Evenings.
WANTED.

The St. B
120 West Railroad Arenac

couch

Dr. King's
flow Discovery

ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.

jxo. S. MITCHELL.
LOS ANGELES. CALIFORNIA.
U)OATION.
CENTRAL
EXCELLENT ACCOMMODATIONS.
REASONABLE PRICES.
SPLENDID RESTAURANT.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED.
New Mexicans and Ari.onlans spending the summer on the beaches
lire welcome to the use of our Ladies' parlors and Gentlemen's waiting
rooms. Meet your friends there. Information and writing materials
fiee. Ladiis and children welo me.
All Depot cars top at the ILillenbeck.
Electric excursion and
beach cars pas the door.
HEADQUARTERS FOR NEW MEXICANS AND ARIZONIANS.

110 South

CURE the LUNGS

FIRST STREET AND COAL AVE.

HOLLtZNLtCCK HOTEL

MENT AGENCY

KILLthi

BUILDING PAPER - Always
.
.
stock.
Plaster, Lime, Cement,
Paint, Glass. Sash Doors, etc

A. C. 1SII.ICKE.

Phone 13j Red

and

PAINT
Covers more, looks best, wears
longest, most economical, full
measure.

SHERMAN-WILLIAM-

s

Preserve your lawn. Kill the worms
with Hahn's Eureka lime.

Albuquerque
j

fobCOUGHSand

MEN AND WOMEN.

til rivM
f b""'"''
9
I

Fr.H.1, iNUflM
.

Vl'KlWaKSCntMl-llftO-

Vw
CIWIDNall.C ff,'
. 7
J Sv t.

'i

fr

His U
onnftttirat
nkrtfpa.llinailliU
nut.
ullolj
f muniui inr
I

Ui

i'tini

Kii--

ainu

u

Mold by I'ru&k'iilt,
or Kn i rUin wrrif
p. tutu J l jI
pTKwa,
r

:ulr

i

heMl.a

Mat

1

' 1'

tu itijiint

Works
0
0

G'nrral Building Supplies

SCREEN DOORS
Both Phones

Third and Marquette

Frea Trial.

OLDS

Uurest and. Uuickest Cure for ell
THROAT and LUNO XEOUB-UK- 8,
or MONE1 BACK.

iv

Machino

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

Pries
60c $1.00

0NSUMPTI0N

m

Foundry and

R. MALL. Rroorlotor
Iron and Brass Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shaftings,
I u leys, t.rado Bars, Babbit Metal;
Columns and Iron FrouLs for
liuuuings.
Repair on Mining and Mill Machinery a Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. M.

WITH

-

SAMPLE AND
CLUB ROOMS

.J. C. 1 5ALDRIDGE
NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER

s

1

Wine$,Brades,E!c,

JOSEPH BARNETT, Prop.

Fair week Is coming. We want all
kinds of help positions paying good
salary.
Two waiters, 2 good cooks, 1 woman for general housework, 2 chambermaids, 3 men to take care of horses,
logmen, teamsters, swampers, laborers, etc., 'or camp work; first-clas- s
blacksmith, brldgemen, bridge carpenters, bridge helpers, 1 first-clasplaner, 1 good yard '"an for ium"er
rran o tike "ar
camp. Flrsi-c'asof stock in dry goods store; boy to
run errands and learn dry yoods business. Eetter positions en record now
than ever offered befcie.
We are agents for Camp Blrnie resort. Call for information.
EMPLOYTHE SOUTHWESTERN
Upstairs
Second Street
Best for Children.
Mothers, be careful of the health of
your children. Look out for coughs,
colds, croup and whooping cough. Stop
them In time One Minute Cough
Cure Is the best remedy. Harmless
Contains no opiates.
mill pleasant.
Sold by a druggists.

Finest WMsklij

QUICKEL

o o
&

BOTH E,

Proprietors

OAR AND CLUB ROOMS
FIN E RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported
and Domestic Wines and Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
lage r served. Finest and best Umixjtted and Ikinebtlc Cigars.

Cit:zcn Want Ads Bring The B:st Results
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By

JAPANESE

The Citizen Publishing Company

MOTHER SINGS

it JOHN LEE

0
0

HIMSELF GOOD RIDER

LtLLABV TO HER BABY

Published Dally and Weekly
W. T. McCREIGHT
Business Manager
President

PROVES

0

Underwear

By W x Jon

Cowboy From the Diamond 0

W. 8. STRICKLER

OUU.TAX liOLL
taxTho Farmlngton Hustler gives some facts about
ing customs, in San Juan county, which no doubt are
Mexrqually prevalent in most if not all counties of New
y low,
ridiculous.
are
territory
ico. Tax valuations in this
raised
and the tax rate, of necessity, must therefore be
unreasonably high.
he
Say lor Illustration, one has a piece of property
Is
which
Now
IW't'O.
or
would not part with for $:."
taxed
better? To have that property valued at $2,000 and
at 3
6 per cent, or to have it valued at 1,000 and taxed
the
exactly
Is
pays
owner
the
per cent? The amount
It U
that
think
to
many
seem
so
case,
and
same In either
On the
matter of Indifference which plan la pursued.
importance
greatest
very
contrary. It Is a matter of the
for not
that property for tax purposes shall be returned
greatly
thereby
s
of saleable price,
leas than
territory.
reducing the apparent tax rate of the
might be men'
Take two points, though many others
New Mexico and
tioned. The entire tax valuation of
for the
$80,000,000
Arizona is about $40,000,000 each, or
would
there
that
an
instant
two Hoes anyone suppose for
separate,
or
Joint
statehood,
to
be the same opposition
Union, were
a. U now shown by the states already in tho $500,000,000?
the tax valuations of the two territories
capital, or urging
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Is it supposable that
investment by eastern capitalists.
were our
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instead
cent,
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tax rate 2 or even
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of taxation
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Sleep, little baby, mid wake up to Joy,
Father Is coining to dandle his boy.
Home conies the soldiers, the stranger, the rover;
Safe he comes hither the bitter war over.

Ranch

Gives

Ex-

0

citing Exhibition.
0

the World a
Should think of buying
Underwear. We
Underwear that we can not
We have many excellent
Fleeced
Camel's
Pure Soft
Natural
Lambs
r
Underwear at
$1.00, $2.00 up to
garment.
Wool,
of Popular priced Underwear we are
See the great
It's
the
Ask to see what interests
the best value the land
and you'll soon discover that this the Store
wear and Men's Furnishings of all sorts.
Jaegers Sanitary Woolen Underwear
Agent
last thing

Man
in
is
STUNTS
BAKEBACK
DID SOME
Sleep, little baby, there's nothing to fear.
0
sell
no
Soon will your warrior fat lier be lu re,
(
lines,
Hack from far lands through mischances and danLined,
Before a crowd of almost 2,000 peo- 0
ger,
-Merino
Wool,
Hair,
Wool,
John Leo, of
I'nscathed and rejoicing conies lather, tho stran- ple yesterday afternoon,near
50c,
etc., etc.
Kngle, N.
$4.00
tho Diamond A ranch,
ger.
0
line
M., gave one of the best exhibitions of
selling.
at Traction
bronco lusting e' er
money.
for
in
Sleep, lit tic baby, how seasons have flow n,
park. Lee rode the broncos with the 0
Since father said, gravely, good bye to his own.
is
you,
for Men's UnderWhat marches and battles, what sieges and slaugh- saldle and he rodo them bareback,
ters,
and before the big cowboy got through 0
Since the men of Japan went across the salt wat- performing he had convinced every
for Dr.
Co.
ers!
person In tin: crowd that he knew
0
how to ride and ride weil.
Sleep, baby, sleep, all his perils are past,
The firat anivial fiat Lee rode was
Furled are the colors of battle at last.
a bronco from the Quarter Circle Ten 0
Home comes your father, the stranger, the rover,
ranch near Kngle. The horse was a
To dandle his baby the bitter was over.
mean one and it tossed and pitched at
a great rate. Lee had no trouble 0
whatever in riding it, however, and he
CLOTHING AND
received a great ovation when he
LET NO ONE DISPISE
rbrought the conquered bronco up be
fore tho grand stand and took off his 0
0
DAY OF SMALL THINGS
hat in acknowledgment of the applause he had received.
Farmington Hustler
The crowd was not contented and
repeatedly called for more. In order
annual fair for Farmlngton. to satisfy them, Walter Birchfield,
This Is the twenty-sixtforeman of the Diamond A ranch,
Twenty-siyears ago a little gathering of strangers took made a little
speech in which he said
cottonwood
wild
in
a
river
Juan
place down near...the San
that "Maude," one of the wildest
.
In
:.nn.1..
grove. Some or tnem naa ueen suuceaniui nucouj
mules that ever roamed a prairie,
cultivation of the soil and had produced among otner would be brought forth and Iee would
things a bountiful supply of luscious watermelons. Most ride her. After Rome little delay,
In order to quit business we are selling out our entire 6'ock of new. and second land furniture and houseof them were engaged in the cattle business. All were "Maude" was saddled and the fun
hold goods
This mule proved a good
interested in showing what they had accomplished, Just commenced.
and could buck with two men as
as everybody else Is. So they got together and those one
good as with one. After the animal
who had spaded the sand and been rewarded with water- got tired It was turned back into the
followed
had
melons brought them along; and those who
corral.
the steer on the range furnished the cold roast beef.
Lee Rides Bareback.
,a
siderable stuay. meren.o
one's eye U that there
The crowd thought by this time
Thus the first San Juan county "watermelon picnic" had
The first thing that catches county.
its origin. And the long green with red center the rruit that Tee was a great performer, but
Call and See the Goods
Sale is Now On Goods Must be Sold by Sept. 28th
only $1,200 in money in the
surprise In
only $3,, 70
Is
there
of
the vine the watermelon vine was tne nrst wm the cowboy had another
that
Is
thing
Another
out
was
A
trotted
mule
second
a
store.
c,aBe fruit served upon the grass, or upon anything else, in ban
Isn't it funny
Btock held in corporations
and It was some little time before
appears on the scene .
county.
he
when
makes
assessor
the
aver JuanThe "watermelon picnic" was a success and it was J they could get the animal quieted
The
.and..
agricultural
Another feature is the
i. .
long enouKll mj ft i.
cannot he a doubt thereupon decided that the following fall a larger gather- his
boys did not put a sad
nose.
The
age valuation is $15 per acre. There
GLECKLER BUILDING.
114 SOUTH FOURTH ST.
a
be
must
ing should be held and more products be brought for in dle on the mule, but Lee said he would
with an average of that kind there
would- aucino
the
asked
astride
amusements
Jumping
comparison,
Jfry what
that
and
that
bareback.
ride him
formation and
wide variation in prices from
ed. Thus the fair of 1880, the first In the county, nan ns the mule, the cowboy sat on the aniSner'glar.ng error Is In hay and corn. No on. origin. Since that time it has been a regular institution, mal's back, while It went through all
a moment that
now requires four the contortions known to the bronco,
conversant with the county believes for purposes of the increasng from year to year until It
It took only a
but without effect.
Movin
of
Drayin'
carry
taxable
out
Shippin'
the program.
details
tho
even
to
days of time
for
of Lee's riding to lot the
few
minutes
IU70 Is a just valuation
mainsuccessful,
been
Farmlngton fairs have always
WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
ta'y and corn in this county.
was
its
cowboy
the
mule know that
the entire
productive; sec- master.
FREIGHTS
In some places the commissioners have the work ly because the county has always been
ondly because its people have always been hospitable
"Arizona" and "Star," two broncos
when completed and before
taxequalisation
You have us once, you'll
For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.
an in- and progressive.
that have never boon conquered, arrivIs done. This has resulted in such
of
again.
Prices
call
right;
to
cowboys
as
history
well
today
as
and
city
the
spots
expense,
bright
in
the
ed In the
This year Is one of the
crease as to more than pay the
them this
there ain't no gougln'.
'
of the county. It will long be known as "the year the will give "exhibit ions on busting
result in a real equalization.
con
during tho bronco
corn
week
in
their
give
and
very
should
reason
it
who
men
for
came,"
that
those
and
railroad
instance
BEBBER OPTICAL CO.
tests, for which big purses are offered.
Ey the Albuquerque Transfer Men
it thov onlv knew the names of those who did will be made more memorable by a better fair.
exciting amusement Is pro
very
Some
attento
era.
The
new
This fall marks the beginning of a
not they would no doubt bring the matter ,1st the
when these animals are ridGold Ave.
was pub-i,-i stage coach and the freighter will move on, instead of mised
?S&
den.
tion of the board of equalization. If the
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Member of Board of Optometry Examiners.
pasllv tell. It is the only feasible plan being our means of transportation with tho outside
O. F. PLATT,
of to get real and true equaliza- world. They will be the means of bringing those beyond SECOND PARALYTIC STROKE
that we have ever heard given
The real cleaner and dyer. Ladue consideration by the this point to us' and the bulk of their business will be
tion, and It should be
CLAIMS HERMAN HASE
dies' and gentlemen's
here itone here as ours has been done In Durango for the past
fine
proper authorities. We believe It should be adopted
clothes
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change
a
end
necessary
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e
to
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'
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law
and If a change of
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lace
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road for the present and while It Is it will be the distribHe says,
forget
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by that company, which Is the largest
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used makes a
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of the San Juan valley will advance, ever increasing in
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difference.
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at a salary of $150. Free access Is given to all the New Mexico In a hundred different ways.
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' building of all kinds of modern
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The Roswell Commercial club Is going after things
of value and furnish many home building opportunities.
It means that many men will find employment In the con- for their town. Thla club's educational committee are
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remembered what a thinning out of our young ladies and went out to Bear canyon for the day. afternoon at Odd Fellows' hall. MarWe cannot see it In the same light as some of the men is taking place this month we realize that a girl's col
A Complete Stock
garet Jenks, K. K.
for
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arrived
suits
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New
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lege and a boys' college, too, for that matter, would re Varsity team last Friday.
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New Mexican speaks of some natural resources of the
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Howard Clarke, of the Benham In
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in favor of statehood of any kind it Is possible for us to is now over In Arizona and he has gotten the people over stitution of the Estrella. A Joint
ness trio to New York. Mr. Clarke Offer to supply you with anything In
between the two organizations is Incidentally visited his old home, too, our line, at prices that are fair and
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AMERICAN

ARE IMPANELLED
United States Marshal For-akAppointed Court
Bailiff.

er

COUPLE

BLESSED BY POPE

O. F. C.
WHISKEY

ERIDE AND GROOM VISITED THE. VATICAN AND THE PAPAL BENEDICTION WAS GIVEN TO THEIR MARRIAGE
BRIDE SAW DEAR,
KIND FACE AND WAS NOT FRIGHTENED.

ARGUING

COUNTY

WELCOME TO THE FAIR AND A
CORDIAL IN VITA Tk ON TO ALL

In Bond.

the Greatest Store in the Southwest. Without question, the
largest and best assortment of Dry Goods, Shoes, and Men and Boys

To visit

TheGeo.T.StaggCo.

The September term of the district
today at the court
house In old town. This morning the
territorial grand Jury was impanelled.
Judge Abbott finished delivering the
charge to the jury at noon and it was
Henry
put to work this afternoon.
Westerfeid. the Railroad avenvie cigar
merchant, was elected foreman of the
Jury, which Is as follows:
Carcino Lucero, Carl Hopping, Manuel Sedlllo, J. A. Cuneo, .loaquna Pena.
J. E. Bell, Jose Tapia, Presclllano
Francisco Munlz, Frank Kelly,
Henry Westerfeid, Charles Allen. Al
Winchell, J. M. Hoss, Jesus M.
Leonardo Hunlrk, Thomas F.
Keleher, Sr., Adam Fisher, George
Bdlck, Charles Kepler, Jose Ignaclo
Garcia.
This afternoon the United States
grand Jury was empaneled as follows:
Fllomeno Montano, Joe Bowdlck,
Hilario Griego, M. Ilocklett, Joe Farr,
Polonlo Montano, John Mordy, Rafael
Chaves, George D. Sweetland, A. C.
Boen, Eugene With, Frank Strother,
Gaspar Topia, A. Simpler, A. W. Goodrich, Frank Vega, Solome Moya, Thos.
Marcus, Antonio Garcia. John Slaugh-terbac.Francisco 'Trujillo.
John Mordy was elected foreman of
the Jury. Bailiff In charge of Jury,
John Byner; Interpreter, Herbert Romero. Crier, A. C. Ho'.mquist.
Foraker Appointed Bailiff.
The court this morning appointed
United States Marshal C M. Foraker
official bailiff, both parties to the sheriff squabble agreeing to the appointment of Mr. Foraker as bailiff, it being understood that his selection Is
not to have any effect whatever on
the present controversy regarding
who Is sheriff of Bernalillo county.
Challenges Grand Jury.
Attorney W. B. Childers, as counsel
for Ameilo McClure, charged with the
murder of Nicholas Sanchez and Car-me- l
Baca, two sheepmen, last June,
appeared before the court and challenged the array of the grand Jury.
Mr. Childers claimed that the venires
were illegal, inasmuch as they were
not served by the duly elected and
qualified sheriff of Bernalillo county.
Thomas S. Hubbell. who was at all
times ready and willing to serve such
venires.
Arguments Resumed Today.
This afternoon Judge Abbott resumed the hearing of the arguments upon
the mandamus brought bv Thomas S.
Hubbell against Clerk W. B. Dame
and the order to show cause why Per
fecto Armijo, the appointee of the
governor, should not be enjoined and
restrained from exercising or attemnt- ing to exercise any of the duties or
functions as sheriff of Bernalillo coun

to mi mini lrai inr.niwiffmr
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DistilleiB,
FRANKFORT, KY.
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DR. J. J. CODY AND MRS. CODY.
Dr. J. J. Cody of Boston and his were Just married, and said he would
pretty young bride of three months try to arrange through Mgr. Besletti,
i

have received the nuptial blessing
trom His Holiness, Pope Plus X, and
are the only newly married American
couple to enjoy this distinction. They
spent their honeymoon in Europe, and
through a strange chance were enabled to receive the papal blessing at
the Vatican in Rome, July 10th.
"When we left Boston on the afternoon of our wedding day," said Dr.
Cody, as he waited at the White Star
steamship dock in Boston for the custom house men to go through his
trunk and his wife's, "we had no idea
of being blessed by the pope.
We
did not iielieve that it would be possible.
"When going through the Vatican
we did not understand all we saw
and could not ask anyone to explain
things to us, as all the people around
us seemed to be Italians.
"After a while we saw an American
priest, to whom we spoke. He was
interested when ho learned that we
A

MARVELOUS CHILD SINGER

re

SANTA

A

RESTAURANT

MEALS AT ALL, HOURS. Quick
time, good service,
at reasonable

prices. The nearest place In Albuquerque to Santa Fe depot. Open
day and night. Bar In connection.
LYNN. HAVEN' BAY, and BLUE
POINT OYSTERS in any style. First
street and Silver avenue, opposite depot. Meal tickets, 21 meals for $5.

THE NEW

then;

All haulin,

sprinklin' will he

SKIRTS-Wal-

In

done

$7.50 to

COATS

By the Albuquerque Transfer men.

and Dress Skirts

king

greatest variety; skirts from

$2.50
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New Hotel and Rooming House.
Open September 11, at 821 South
Third street. Your patronage solicited. Special rate to regular boarders.
Mrs. R. Green, proprietor.

FURS$5.00 to

GENERAL REPAIR SHOP.
have opened a general repair shop
on South Third street, back of Walton's drug store, and solicit the trade
L. H. SHOEMAKER- of the city.
I

To make man better, make
trade better. To make trade
better, make goods better.
Schilling's Best:
HI

matter
i

$150.00 Each

Women's Waists, Sweaters and Petticoats
ments and Variety.
II Ht ill MBHWMllflMnUlffHi'lflfi'i"t'H!"w''WM

In

Great Assort-
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FOR SALE

EWES AND LAMBS
1,500 A. No.

1

EWES; 600 TOP

LAMBS, 65

t

in
&4 QywUL5

POUNDS EACH.

SANDOVAL

Your grocer's; moneyback.

Time, Labor
and Money

Blankets, Comforts and Pillows

Albert Faber,

In dollars and cents they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thir-d
better than
any other. You are most cordially invited to examine our new
line.

THE McSRAIN

at

FURNITURE

a

Of Every Description
Agents for the Crocker-Wheele- r
Dynamos and
Motors,
Store and Residence Wiring a Specialty.
All
work fully guaranteed.
Agents for the celebrated
"Gyrofans."
See them
In European Hotel Res-

fair valuation.
CO.,

205

Gold

Ave,

taurant.

We give tickets for the
Piano Contest.
Member National Electrical Contractors' Association.

SEALSfflPT, WHY?

216 SOUTH SECOND ST.

7

Because all our

I

oys-

O0OO0-8-

ters are shipped direct
from the beBt beds on
coast,
Atlantic
the
direct to us In American Oyster Carriers.
Under this patent
method, no lee or
water comes In contact with the oysters,
and no chemical preservative Is ever used.
Inner recepThe
tacles holding the oysters a.e kept surrounded by Ice and
aro sealed, making It
Impossible for the oyster receptacle to be
opened until It reaches
u
htnee "Sealshlpt."
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The Colorado Telephone Co.
Do you realize that you ran get
modern telephone service today for
what you are payinu for inferior ser-

vice?

The only loni;
transmitters
and icceivers: wall nr desk tse,s; long
time contracts, as you wish; lowest
rates.

ooexooeotoa)oto

o0O9omo9omomomo0OiKe)
OUR COAL YARD
Is chock full of coal that will gladdea

your heart and warm jour house
when Its cold.
Fill your bins ftw
ii"xt winter now and avoid the rnsa.
LOOK

American Block coal, the best Gallop
mined. Cerrlllos Lump, the standard
heating coal. All sizes of bard eoal

a

WOOD

Factory wood. $3.00 full load; Orat
Mill wo.id. Xl.oo full load.
Eureka Whits Lime.
HAHN'S COAL YARD.
Auto Phone, 416.
Colo. Phone, 4&

specialty cf them.

VISITORS TO THE FAIR
Are cordially invited to make our store headquarters.
use our telephones and city dlrictory. Aok your friends
city about the kind of ice cieam we uro serving.

i

204
j

Ot000
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Room IS. N. T. Armijo Building.

j

Subscribe for The Evenlnj Cltliea.

305 Railroad Avenge

Electrical Pumping Plants

Plain Figures $30 and Up

Old stovea taken

V

Southwestern Electric & Construction Co.

PENINSULAR RANGE
In

0
A.

Our prices are the lowest.

The saving of tint means comfort.
The saving of labor msana eas. Tha
saving of money means economy. All
these asvlngs can beat be attained by
Installing a

Prices

Q

0

And also a full line of

makes

Banks Close.
All banks of the city w ill cloi e very
day of fair week at 11 o'clock, nooti.
Tiiis is a Rood precedent for some of
the other business Institutions (it the
city to follow, especially on Thursday,'
Albuquerque day.

de--

0

Carpets, Rtigs, Matting, Linoleum, J
Curtains, Portieres and Draperies

REASONS Why you should use no other oysters.
Tlsi' oyster goes dir.
from the shell to the carrier.
SECOND
The carrier com
direct to us, with no mixture of
Ice, water, or pr
rvative.
THIRD They are delivered direct to you by our drivers, or at
our market, w.th all their natjral flavor retained.
FOURTH You're always Eate iu buying oysters from us because
we handle "feuMi!;.tM oysters oily. We wouldn't allow a tub shipped
oyster to cotie. m'o our shore.
,
When you wart oysters, come to headquarters, to a store that

o

the Fall

0

FOUR

baking powdv

or

and Winter season, new
signs In

South Second Street.

915

FIRST

oCTai

are showing,

Inquire of

ISIDRO

0

We
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WIRELESS APPARATUS

WILL BE ESTABLISHED
IN ALBUQUERQUE WEDNESDAY
BY CONSTRUCTING
ENGINEER
COOPER.
This afternoon V. F. La Moiintaine.
in this city for the lie
Forrest Wireless Telegraph company,
received a IiH Shat-'- from C. C. Wilson,
manager f the company at Ienver,
sayiim that Construction
F.nijineer
Cooper had left for All
Install a btation in this citv an i that
he necessary apparatus was on tha
your
Get
dress suit cleaned and road. This means that by Wednesday
pressed for the Montezuma Ball at the this city will have communication
Pantatorlum.
Clothes called for and with the outside world by means of
delivered. 20C West Silver ave. Auto the wireless telegraph, the greatest
InPhone 721.
vention of modern times.

No

MARKETS

LEAGL'ERS MEET

STATION

$40.

Greatest line of Furs ever brought to the city. We would be
pleased to have you call and look over this beauti?"
line.

1

SHIPPED FROM DENVER

to

pieasv you.

o

i

THE

!

Long and medium length coats, the very newest models, in
Broadcloths, Covert Cloths and Kersey Cloth.

The territorial fair la comln":
You'll see who keeps things rollin"

d

Kpwortb I.eauiiers from all over the
territory will be flocking to Albuquerque the latter part of the present
week. Their mission w ill be to organize a territorial league, and the prospect is that at least fifty from outside
rifles will be present. A reception
will bp given the visitors at the Lead
Avenue Methodist Episcopal church
on Sa'nrd.iy evening and an organization will Lb effected on Sunday afternoon. Including the election of officers
and the transaction of routine business.

very large and well selected stock of assured styles, in
long coat effects. New and exclusive designs and materials,
comprising a wide ran,re of colors.

WHERE TO DINE WELL

the master of ceremonies, for us to re- reive the papal blessing. Before we
could realize it everything had been
arranged and we were led into the
room where his holiness was to bless
us."
"1 felt very much awed in the presence of the pope," said Mrs. Cody, as
her husband turned his attention toward their trunks. "But he had such
a dear, kind face that I was not at
all afraid. We knelt before htm and
he gave us In a low, musical voice his
blessing. He spoke In Italian, so we
could not understand what he said.
Then we were permitted to kiss his
ring. When he was told that we
were on our honeymoon the pope
seemed much pleased."
Dr. Shamahay and Dr. Donahue, of
Des Moines, la., who were at the Vatican to receive the papal blessing,
were Instrumental
In
securing the
honor of the nuptial blessing for Dr.
Cody and his wife.

SUITS $10.00 to $45.00

COAT

LONG

$1,-00- 0

SATURDAY AND SUNDAY

Petticoats

Boarding Horses a Specialty

Bebe Lorraine, whose voice, it Is
claimed, has no parallel In musical
history, is the latest aspirant for operSTOU - MONEY
METAL - WOOL
atic honors, and the coming season
will serve to introduce her to the.
nvi....w.nf ML
ntuira (m.n ID "no Hie IftjJVUlTUl
tf lT,.,ro '
ner and Gounod.
Received by Levy
This little girl is In her sixth year, Closing quotations
liios.. Correspondents for Logan
nnd her voice is a contralto of wonder& Bryan. Barnett Building.
ful purity and mellowness.
She has
been under the tutelage of Carl Prae- Amalgamated Copper
S2
139
American Sugar
Atchison, common
91
Atchison, pfd
104''
Raltimore & Ohio
113V
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
I
7 "' .V-..',. 1
ty.
44
Colorado Fuel & lion
It Is expected fharthese"argimie;Tits
Colorado Southern, common-...- .
28
will be finished late tonight and that
Chicago, Great Western, com... 21
the court will probably be able to ren
C & 0
69V4
der its decision in the matter some
Erie, common .'.
b
time tomorrow.
Erie, first
82
Louisville & Nashville
150
Missouri Pacific
107
JEFFRIES HAS TRODDEN A
Metropolitan
127
CAREER OF MANY VOCATIONS
New York Central
151
Reading, common
120
Pennsylvania
144&
HE IS CONCEDED TO BE A PUGI
Rock Island, common
34
LIST IN A CLASS OF HIS OWN
Republic Iron & Steel, common.. 23
AN UMPIRE FOR SPORT.
Southern Pacific
68
St. Paul
180
Two hundred and forty pounds of
Southern Railway
36
well preserved
bone and muscle
Tennessee Coal & Iron
87
dropped off train No. 8 Saturday evenTexas Pacific
3C
ing.
This six feet, four inches of
Union Pacific, common
37
BEBE LORRAINE,
brawn, was met by a reception com
U. S. S., common
37
from
mittee
the ottice of the fair assoj ger, a famous master, for the last U. S. S.. pfd
104
ciation, anu James J. Jeffries was year, and her training has given her a Wabash, common
23
scrawled on the register of the Alvar-ado- . technique phenomenal in one so Wabash, pfd
44
young.
The tUepiieal would then believe
As the child has great Intelligence, W H ITNEY'S PRIVATE
"GROUSE"
that tile world's greatest prize fighter added to a childish beauty, when she
TRAIN,
had real.y consented to come to the sings Elsa In "Lohengrin," and the
New Mexico fair; and they will be- Marguerite in "Faust," It Is expected
Harry Payne Whitney has caused
lieve thai James J. Jeffries has really that she will cause a decided sensation considerable
comment
throughout
come for the purpose of umpiring the in grand opera.
sporting circles In England by the luxbase ball tournament,
when long
The range of Bebe Lorraine is of urious manner in which he has
travBenn, the Brown's lanky pitcher sizes four and a half octaves. She with eled since
he reached the other side
up like a "chiger" beside the man ease goes from the lower contralto
of the water with his party.
with the indicator.
E to G sharp, which is more than an
The young
has leased for
octave above the highest soprano F the shooting millionaire
Jeff took a hurried dinner at the
season the celebrated
and at 9 o'ciock showed up at above high B, which brings the child's Holwick moors in upper Teasdale, In
the Casino, with Mrs. Jeffries aud a voice within three notes from the end North England. He arrived at Livernumber of sporting men from the of the piano keyboard, which is con- pool accompanied by Mrs. Whitney
coast. Marion Whiting handed the sidered little less than marvelous by and a small party, including Rollins
champion a bunch in her song "Back the critics who have heard the little Ixjwndes Cottenet, on August 16. For
to Buffalo." Jeff smiled the same as one sing.
the convenience of the party the best
he did that eventful night at Coney
private train the London & NorthwestIsland. He seemed very much pleasern railway company could provide
WITH THE ADVENTISTS
ed with what he saw and heard.
was chartered.
Jeffries Is no late sleeper and he
The
known as "Mr. Whitney's
Although
the weather conditions private train,
was up early yesterday morning for a
grouse train," was In waiting
tramp. A scout up about the foothills were unfavorable, a goodly number of when Mr. Whitney and his guests
got a bit of his wind. He was out to people were at the tent on Railroad reached Liverpool for the Journey of
the fair grounds in the afternoon and avenue and Broadway last night to 240 miles to Mlddleton, Teasdale.
witnessed some bronco busting by a hear the discourse on "The Home of Peers of the realm never travel In a
bunch of Diamond A cowboys. They the Saved."
more luxurious manner than that.
The sermon was preached by Elder
even rode a mule named Maude with
Mr. Whitney and his guests will
out accident, and Jeff was more than M. D. Warfle, of Roswell, N. M., who spend several weeks snooting over the
presented the subject. In brief as fol- moors at Holwick, which are said to
pleased.
The earth was made for man be the richest in grouse i'l North
Boilermaker, prize fighter, capital- lows:
given to him In the beginning.; England.
New York Globe.
ist, real estate agent and umpire is and
i nis
original sinless nonunion man
the career James J. Jeffries has trod lost
Righteous men
by transgression.
in a decade of years. Jeff was a union
promised that they shall have the THE MEADOW CITY
man and he still retains his card. He are
to
is a prize fighter in a class of his own. first dominion of the earth restored
CANDIDATE LEADS
or a possession forever. They
He made a quarter of a million In the them
do not get it in this life. They do not
business. Jimmy Brilt game him
expect
In
life. They are look- The Meadow city candidate bails It!
last week to sit bv the ring side ing to Itthe this
new
life to
future
With the narrowing down of thej
and see bin) get licked by Nelson. Jen earth and a city which haththe
founda- number of contestants, more Intern-tinhas made fabulous 'profits out of his tions whose builder
bec omes the rivalry.
maker Is Cod.
Three very
real estate business. He is umpiring All of this Ood hasandpromised
eligible young ladies are still in the
the twenty-fiftterritorial fair base and their fondest hopes will be them,
real-!zerace, with Miss Ilfeld, the Las Vegas
bail tournament at the urgent request
beyond
I Field's
which candidate,
leading.
Miss
of friends, and because his veins are takes place atthethe resurrection
second coming of friends were quite evident in the vot-fil'ed with sporting blood.
ing during the forenoon, as the vote'
James J. Jeffries has retired from Christ.
Tonight
subject will be contin- will show:
the prize ring until the world pro- ue I and a the
Biblical description of the Miss Ilfeld
1012
duces a fighter in his class.
nfw ear'li and the city will be given. M is Gibson
551
Ail are cordially Invited.
Miss Finch
4:i7
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Sole Agents.

Albuquerque,

Lu-cer-

h

SPECIAL BAR GAIN
Section for Fair Week

Ready-to-We-

West Rail.oad Ave.

I

Mail Orders Solicited.
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r
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line lii and
itis; in the

Q. M. ORIGGS
First St. and Cold Ave.

A CO.- Pharmacy.
Prors. Alvarado

ltoth Phones.
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ROBE, BUT
GRAND DUCHESS

IS

HEART-BROKE- N

SATURDAY'S

LIFE OF VLADIMIR'S SPOUSE HAS
BEEN WRECKED BY THE OUT

r

r
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I

RAGEOUS

BEHAVIOR
OF
HER
SPOUSE AND CHILDREN HUSBAND A BORE AND UNSCRUPULOUS, SONS DISSIPATED AND
RUSDAUGHTER DISGRACED
SIAN NOBLEWOMAN
BEMOANS
HER FATE AND THAT OF THE

American
At New York

1
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ML

St. Petersburg.

At BoBton
New York
Boston
Second came
New York
Boston
At Brooklyn
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
oecond game
Philadelphia
Brooklyn
At Cincinna- tiCincinnati
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PUBLIC

FUNDS

ARE

RECEIVED

Governor Oteio hag appointed the
following notaries public:
Anton Mayer, Socorro, Socorro county: Manuel B. Baca, Santa Rosa,
Guadalupe county.
Meeting National Guard Association.
The members of the national guard
association of New Mexico will meet
in annual session at Las Vegas, September 2, Bxt. All officers of the
national guard of New Mexico should
attend. Officers for the ensuing year
will be elected, and other important
business transacted.
Meeting of Reform School Trustee.
A meeting of the trustees of the
territorial reform school, located at El
Rito, was held Friday in Santa Fe.
The following were present:
J. H.
Sloan, president; Venceslao Jaramillo,
El Rito, secretary; Antonio D. Vargas,
Ojo Caliente and O. N. Ma;ron of Albuquerque, members. The secretary
stated that the business of the board
transacted Friday could not be given
out yet for publication.
Meeting of Managers of Louisiana
Purchase Exposition.
The New Mexico board of managers
of the Louisiana Purchase exposition
has been called to meet on the 2lith
inst., at 10 o'clock in the forenoon at
las Vegas, in order to close the business of the board. The accounts of
the secretary and treasurer will bo
examined and final reports will be
made. The board consists of the following members: C. A. Spiess. Las
Vegas, president; O. A. Dalies, Helen,
vice president; W. H. Walton, Silver
City, secretary;
Arthur Sellgman,
Santa Fe. treasurer; Herbert J.
RokwhII atnt .1. D. Sena, Santa
Fe, memiie s.
Public Funds Received.
The following public funds have
been received by Territorial Treasurer
J. H. Vaughn:
A. S. Goddell,

treasurer

and

(

ZlA;

Eugenlo Romero, tieasurer and
of San Miguel county,
taxes for l!uL IS.tiS; for li"3. f IJ.f.O ;
for 1!04. 1707.23.
Jose M. Medina, treasurer and
collector of Taos countv, taxes
for 1904, J1C3.4S.
John F. Wolford. treasurer and
collector of Union county, taxes
for 1908, $19 2H; for 1903, I139.K4; for
1904,

$1,253.15.

Daniel Cassidy, treasurer and
collector of Mora county, taxes
for 1903, $4.46; for 1904, $2K9."7.
H. O. Bursum. superintendent of the
territorial penitentiary, convicts earn
itiKs for July, $2,957.42; for August
$i'ii3.20.

Attacked by a Mob.
and beaten. In a labor riot, until covered with sores, a Chicago street car
conductor applied Bucklen's Arnica
Salve, and was soon sound and well.
"I use it In my family," writes Q. J.
Welch, of Tekonsha, Mich., "and find
it perfect." Simply great for cuts and
burns. On'.y 25 cents at all druggists.
THE ACEQL'IA OF
CHAMISAl

TICKET

I

j
'

A TRULY JDEAL WIFE

HER HUSBAND'S BEST HELPER
Vigorous Health la the Great Source of
Power to Inspire and Encourage
the
-- AH Women Should Seek It.
One of the most noted, successful and
richest men. of this century, in a recent
article, has said, " Whatever I am and
whatever success I have attained in
this world I owe all to my w ife. From
the day I first knew her 6he has been
an inspiration, and the greatest, helpmate of my life."

fur

lor

NAMED

A large and enthusiastic
meeting
was held in the public school house or
olstriet No. 36, Ranches de Albuquerque. Saturday night.
After the tegular order of routine
business, Mr. Andreas Sanchez was
elected president, Kugenlo YruMtrrl,'
ttecretary and iraetlago Garcia, vice

Joseph-Puebl-

rain.

1

-

.I,

New iKirp, Siaten inland, the other
day, rat In r musty and exuding the
odor of moth balls, in sepulchral tones
be annoumcs bis intention of buttling,

with a husky lla:lt'm arapologist,
Tommy Murphy by name, at Philadelphia, ou September 2uth. Dixon was
once champion featherweight of the
world. He Is old enough to be Murphy's father only lie's a colored man.
AROUND THE AMERICAN League-circui- t
the wise fnas are picking the
Philadelphia Athletics to win tho pennant. Only Comiskey thinks his teum
has a chance of coming iu a ii' s'r.l
ahead In a nose-- t
iinish.
COM El
FROM HARVARD
THE
reassuring announcement that football prospects never were more promising. Princeton tends out .1 do'oroiu
wail of poor material in the r.inks of
the recruits. Cornell Is bemoanins the
loss of a brace of heavyv.elght3 Pros
pects at Columbia aru bright for a
season of good sjiort. Yu'.e coaches are
arriving at New Haven, but there la
little line on the coiuin; season's

leini.

I

jUrj. HeJsiu tins Icy

J

To be such a successful wife, to retain the love and admiration of her
husband, to inspire him to make the

most of himself, should be a woman's
constant 6tudy.
If a woman finds that her enerp4ee
are flagpinir, that she gets eusily tired,
dark bhadows appear under her eyes,
she has backache, headaches, bearing-dowpains, nervousness, whites, irregularities or the blues, she thould start
at once to build up her system by a
tonio with specific powers, such a
Lydia E. 1'iukhaiiis Vegetable Compound.
Following we publish by request
letter from a vouug wife :
n

Duar Mrs. I'inkham:
' Ever mice my child wai born I
have
aa I uoiefcw wouionever have, with Inflammation, female wnak Hum, twaring-duwpaln, backache ami wre tehwl hea,lch. It
atfectud my stomach m I could not enjoy my
meals, ami half uiy tune was
t
iu bod.
" Lydia E. Pinkhniii a Vegetable CoiiiK)UDd
made me a wnll woman, and I feel 10 graUsf ul
that I am glad to wrilo and tell you of my
marvelous rnwwr.
It brought me htvalth,
ww life and vitality." Mrs. liwwie Aiusley,
pith
South
till
.Street. Tanuna, Wa-h- .
What L.vdia E. I'iiikhaiu's Vegetable
Compound did for Mrs. Aiusley it will
do for every biek ami ailiug woman.
six-n-

Got Off Cheap.
He may will think, he has got off
cheap, who, after having contracted
constipation or Indigestion la still able
to perfectly restore his health. Nothing will do this but Dr. King's New
Life Pills. A o.ulck, pleasant and certain cure for headache, constipation,
If you ha?e symptoms you don't unetc., 2f,c at all druggists; guaranteed.
derstand write to Mrs. Pinkhain, at
Lynn, Mas. Hor advice U free and
Whitewash your chicken house with always helpful.
Hahn'g Eureka white lime.
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Teaspoons, 75c per dozen.
Soup Bpoona, $1.50 per doz.
Forks, $1.50 per dozen.

AVENUE
m

It

p

ATTENTION

Good
Also

I

Table Knives, $1.00 a set.
Roger' Plain and Fancy Tableware.
These Special Prices for Fair Week Only.
Silver-Plate-

d
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WE ARE NOT READ Y, BUT THE PUBLICIS

8

The big tent the main show will open Its doors about April 1. 1906, but
to those waiting first choice of the best sites on what will be the residence
VreVt par dlsannntntmont
eweHonce or
the city of Albuquerque, we submit the following announcement.
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The Terrace Addition
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HUE

Improvement Company

game postponed:
During the next two years will expend nearly FIFTY THOUSAND DOLLARS IN IMPROVEMENTS on their property covering the heights on
the
east of the city. SILVER AVENUE, from Its situation, and from improvements contemplated, together with the adjacent blocks comprises the very
cream of the entire addition. WORiv ON THIS SECTION WILL BEGIN
AT ONCE. The Improvements planned are the grading of' streets and
blocks, the construction of water works and the laying of mains, the planting of trees, the building of brick or cement sidewalks, etc. In response to
a demand, and contrary to a usual custom, we will offer the best FIRST.
The blocks on both sides of this avenue, 80 feet in width, will be sold only in

American Association.

At Kansas City

Kansas Clty-St- .
Paul game nostnon- ed; rain.
At Milwaukee
Milwaukee
7
Minneapolis
2
At Columbus
Columbus
6
Louisville
2
At Toledo-F- irst
game between Toledo nnd
Indianapolis postponed.
.
second game
Toledo
2
Indianapolis
1

Building Sites of 1 00x132 Feet

YESTERDAY'S BASEBALL.
National League

At Chicago

Chicago
St. Ixnils
Second game
PROSPEROUS TAOS COUNTY Chicago
St. Louis
At Cincinnati
ADVANCING RAPIDLY
ENORMOUS
Clncinnati-PittsburCROPS THIS SEASON AND ALL
ed; rain.
BUSINESS IS VERY ACTIVE.

president. The following ticket was
named by acclamation:
For Mayordomo Jose Garcia, of
Griegos.
For Commissioners Tomas Gon
zales, Diego Sanchez and Francisco
Lucero
Speeches were made by Messrs.
Attorney J. B. Lusk, of Taos, Is in
Francisco Lucero, Jose Dolores Cara-baja- l, the city attending the fair. He stopAndres Sanchez and others.
ped a a day en route in Santa Fe. and
the New Mexican gave the following
interview:
SPORTING SALAD
"Taos county Is in better state,
financially and otherwise, than it has
OF been for years past, and her people
FIGHT
ANNOUNCEMENT
The Olmbla club has generally are getting into the spirit
the future:
guaranteed a purse of $74,000 to Jef- of Improvement, there having been
fries, who will referee the coming Bold more Improved machinery to asbattle between Nltt and Belson. As sist and economize In the labor of takcare of the enormous yield of
their share of the purse, the principals ing
grain and hay produced In the valley
will receive $174 apiece.
season, than In any one year in
this
JAS. R. KEENE'S SYSONBY HAS
brought home to cold storage for his fhe n&st. The merchants nf th nnnn.
ty are, as a matter of course, doing
owner $120,893 this year.
RACING a good and healthy business, having
OLDFIEfLD'S
BARNEY
career ends this month. He will go to enlarge their business houses in
on the stage. The title of the play order to accommodate their Increasing
hasn't been announced, but It prob- stocks and business. The professional
ably will be a tragedy on the order of men seem to be the only class in our
"Maiming Them for Life; or, Why county who are men of leisure, but
I which Is a very hpalthy and commendDidn't They Get Out of the Way?"
"KID" LAVIGNE, WHO ONCE able condition. If Taos valley was
basked under the world's champion only traversed by a railroad, thereby
lightweight halo, has returned to giving it direct connection with, the
America, after two years' stay in markets it would Boon le second to
Paris, France. In Paris he conducted none to no section of New Mexico."
a school of boxing and married a
Cheapest disinfectant Is Hahn's EuFrench woman.
SOMEBODY ROLLED THE STONE reka lime. Safe and effective.
away and George Dixon ambled out of
his tomb of retirement, not far from

RESTAU RANTERS,

1

Second game
Omaha
Denver
At St. Joseph

x officio

coll ctor of Grant count v, taxes
1
0 2 . I1S7.G1; for l!io3,
1!4, $17T)4.

League,
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THE SORROWFUL GRAND DUCHESS VLADIMIR.
The prefect went Immediately to t..e housemaid. In suite of dirty rooms,
czar and received orders to arrest the living with a lieutenant of the guards
gand duke and to expel the French Tiie G;and Duchess Vladimir has
actress and her husband from Russia. never recovered from the shock of her
A short time
Since then the grand duchess has lived daughter's depravity.
after, Helen was married to Prince
apart from Vladimir.
The three sons of the grand duchess, Nicholas of Greece, who took the
Boris, Cyril and Andre, are the most young girl because of the large dowry
dissolute members of the loosest set which the czar offered him.
in the Russian capital.
Sympathy for Liberal.
Their most
recent escapade has been to organize
The grand ducheBs is hostile to the
a club called the Sybarites, ail the reactionary tendencies of her husband.
servants at whlc'n are women who She sympathizes secretly with the libwear abbreviated costumes.
erals, and believes Russia's day of
Daughter Disgraced.
reckoning Is shortly to come. As a
The gand duchess for a considerable sign of mourning both for Russia and
time adored her only daughter, the for her family trials, the grand duch
Grand Duchess Helen, a strangely ess' palace at St. Petersburg presents
beautiful girl. But one day Helen dis- a gloomy picture. No gayety Is ever
appeared and after a week's search, seen there, and the blinds are seldom
she was discovered disguised as a raised and the lights seldom lit.
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At Des Moines
Moines
Sioux City
At Omaha
Omaha
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Western League.
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Pittsburg
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National
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H
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Cleveland

Ratkoff-Rnzhnoff-

Notorics Appointed-Meetin- gs
of Several Territorial Committees and Boards.

H

l'etroit

con-sui-

OFFICIAL MATTERS

League.

Washington
New York
Second game
New York
Washington
At Chicago
Chicago
St. Iouls
At Philadelphia
Boston
Philadelphia
At Detroit

M A

EMPIRE.
Sept. 18. Tli saddest woman In Euiope Is the Grand
Duchess Vladimir of Russia. Dunns
the last yptr she has aned frightfully.
t
Shp has recently been to Paris to
pmlnpnt French specialists ami
taking a cure at Contrcbille. Her
nerves are shattered, and she is practically in retirement.
Her tioublcs havp been paused ly
the internal t;lrest In Knsia. coming
on top of a aerie of crucial domestic
trials. She despises lier husband and
is never seen In hi company except
when state reasons make it imperative. A serious disagreement between
them arose some time ago over a
In
which
"borrowing" transaction,
Vladimir and a well known banker,
.
were concerned.
M.
The Russian minister of justice had
ordered proceedings to be taken
against the banker for shady financial
Vladimir succeeded in
transactions.
inducing the cz.ar to order the minister of Justine to leave the banker
alone. The grand duchess wrote to the
osar. begging him not to agree to her
husband's request, and explaining that
the banker had offered her husband a
brilx- - of $2.5'o,oiHt under the form of
a loan, to save him. The czar, however, held by his promise to Vladimir.
A Kissing Scandal.
Another disgraceful affair occurred
in the public room of Cubat's restaurant in St. Petersburg. Vladimir and
the grand duchess were dining, when
Vladimir saw at a nearby table a
French actress whom he knew, and
Vladimir approached
her husband.
the actress, and. taking her in 'nis
arms, kissed her. The grand duchess
was so horrified that she had. not
the strength to guard herself when the
husband of the actress, to avenge the
insult offered his wife, approached
the grand duchess and kissed her
twice. Vladimir tried to kill the
Frenchman, but was restrained. The
prefect of the St. Petersburg police,
who was present and interfered, was
forcibly ejected from the dining room
by Vladimir's sons, Boris and Cyril.

BASE BALL

MONDAY, SEPT; 18, 1905.
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7

Pueblo
Second game

Des Moines

Pueblo

1

2

game Dostpon- -

Western League.
At Omaha
R
Omaha
7
St. Joseph
3
Second game
R
Omaha
2
St. Joseph
0
At Sioux City- R
Sioux City
6
Denver
I
Second came
n
Sioux City
7
Denver
5
At Des Moines
R
Des Moines

Permitting six residences to a block. No time limit for building will bo
imposed, but all deeds will contain a clause prohibiting the maintenance of
factories, stores, saloons, etc. Also $3,500.00 will bo the minimum cost allowed for the construction of residences, exclusive of yards and outbuildings. In addition, a building line of thirty to forty feet will be incorporated
In the deed. In fact, this avenue will be handled with the intention of making it the beautiful residence section its natural topography Justifies.
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American League.
At St. Louis
R
1
St. Louis
2
Detroit
At Chicago
R
Chicago
4
2
Cleveland

deposit will secure an option on a site, the price to be determined
later by the board of directors, after the improvements are made. These
deposits will be numbered in the order received, and choice will be allowed
A $50
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Only Sixty Sites on this Avenue
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We ate Independent for we Hold the
HEIGHTS! II You Know thefr Valtte
J.

C.

BALDRIDGE,

President.

American Association.
At Kansas City
3
Kansas City
Minneapolis
3 ta Fe Centrals.
Gallegos beat them
Called on account of rain in the on Saturday by a score of 6 to 4 in an
Inning.
tenth
eleven inning game and Hester of PuAt Columbu- seblo beat them yesterday in a ten
2 Inning game by a score of 14 to 11.
Columbus
0
Louisville
Harmon and Fanning did the box
Second game
stunt for the Blues.
1
Columbus
games
Down at Ei Paso similar
0 were played between Clifton and the
Louisville
At Milwaukee
El Paso Browns, with the latter team
7 getting worsted.
Milwaukee
Iu Saturday's game
St. Paul
5 the Browns lost by a score of 12 to 3,
Second game
with Loring In the box, and on Sun3 day by a score of 20 to 2, with Wid-niaMilwaukee
St. Paul
6
pitching. Merkle and Marquez
At Toledo
did the pitching for Clifton.
game
Albuquerque and Trinidad are at it
rain.
this afternoon.
Base ball with a vengeance is what
teams already
players
he f ins may look for at Traction on The ground of the
are as follows:
the
i:irk. Although there is likely to be
Trinidad.
ome innusts entered agaiust some
Rounds, catcher; Pierce, T. Owens,
i.ayers of some of the teams playing
n the tournament by managers afraid Clarke and Bright, pitchers; Scheiup.
t not belli;; able to get inside the Hell, F. Owens,, Ott, Beshoar, Bruger-nian- ,
infielders; Bennett, Colby, Llew
ioik y. it nmy be said with positive
isMiraiic-that every team entered ellyn, Berry, Lochard, outfielders.
"'11 play and will be given a square
Clifton.
W. C. Merkel, William Sears, Will-lateal. Not after this tournament will
Quigley, A. Weisbecker, Jesus
my team leave Albuquerque claiming
uitipathy of the umpire toward the Marquez, K. B. Ferguson, Nat Donen-baueE. Williams, Jack Meyers, Geo.
lome leani, whether there Is ground
for any such charge or not. This has Quelling. Charles Daniels, W. II. O'
been proerbial almost from the first Brien, J. M. Hendricks, William Do- lournaim nt ever won by an Albuquer- ran, H. Brubecker, O. A. Randolph,
que, team. "Fake! Robbedl" lias been H. M. Pruett and J. J. Winslow.
El Paso.
the hue and cry of the defeated teams
Buckner, manager; Johnny Jaeoby,
always, and some times there may
Harry Jaeoby, left field; Coleman, pithave been ample reason for
but not always.
The Albu- cher; Riordan, rit;ht field; Krause.
querque Browns have won many tour- first base; Loring. pitcher; Kauff-iiiuii- .
renter field; Smith, third base;
naments because they were the best
ball players, and they have gained Keating, pitcher; Kelly, catcher; Wid-tnnsecond base; Greenwood, right
many triumphs because they had the
"horseshoe." This must be admitted Held.
even by the most prejudicial outsidAre You Engaged?
ers. Umpires may have been influEngaged
should remember,
enced 011 one or two occasions by that, after people
marriage, many quarrels
home pride, but this has never been can be avoided,
by keeping their diproven.
in good condition with ElecThe tournament which begins today gestions
S. A. Brown, of Bennetts-ville- ,
will be presided over by a man whose tric Bitters.
my wife
S. C, says:
Integrity can not be assailed. His rep- suffered intensely "For yearsdyspepsia,
from
utation Is such that no pittance that complicated with a torpid
liver, until
any team if the tournament could of- she lost
strength and vigor, and
fer would tempt him In the least, and became aher
wreck of her former
he has no sentiment to guide his de- self. Then mere
she tried Electric Bitters,
cisions but love for true sport.
helped her at once, and finally
James .1. Jeffries, who will fill this which
made her entirely well. She is now
responsible position, must have a su- strong
and healthy." AH druggists sell
perior knowledge of the game, and no
guarantee them, at 50 cents a
doubt bis decisions will be beyond and
question.
Have your floats built and sign work
The Trinidad team arrived last
by Stacy & Co., the only union
light and l?i Paso and Clifton teams done
sign writers In town. Quler'a old
Vegas
morning.
up
Is
"aine
this
stand. Auto phone, 454; Colorado
"Mi'cicd tonight.
phone, 52.
The Meadow City boys probably
'aid over at home among familiar
WANTED.
miliar scenes to rest up after the
Large grain sacks, good price.
'rounclng they received on Saturday Wagon will caU for them. E. W. Fee,
and Sunday at the hands of the San- - 620 South 8eeond atreet.

D. A.

BITTNER, Treasurer.
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" DON'T BREAK HER ARMS, GWENDOLYN."
"Take holds, ladles, and remember case) is too much hurt to get back
the referee's decision Is final; both at you and must succumb.
The picture shows Due of tinfe conshoulders must be placed squarely on tests;
in progress in 0:10 of t'.ie most
the froor."
palatial parlors of fashionable Umdon.
Americans have Been female base
ball players, and once in a while a
RAILROAD TICKETS.
couple of Amazons engage in a prize
Cut Rates.
fight. The participants in these events
For reduced rates to and from all
are not classified, however, iu any points go to Paulsen a Association
particular "400."
Railroad
Ticket
office.
Railroad
In the exclusive West End soele-.tickets bought, aold end exchanged.
of dear old Lun'nun, the ladies have
gone daft over that exhlliarating sport
See the window display of the Rio
of the Japanese known as
Grande Woolen
Mills at the Globe
which consists mainly in cilppllng store, then ask for those $3.50 wa.k-ln- f
your antagonist till he (she in this
skirts.

)
M0N3AY, SEPT.
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BEAUTY BRIGHT INDIAN GIRLS
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FOR FAIR WEEK

siy WEST

OF THE INDIAN TERRITORY
i

ri.

ft

RAILROAD AVENUE
nt'TWEKN
SECOND
THIRD STREETS

OF SCHOOLS IN THE
NORTH.
THESE MAIDENS. FAMED FOR THEIR GOOD LOOKS. ARE GRADUATE
THEY ARE NOT BELLES AND THERE'S NO SOCIAL DISTINCTION BETWEEN THEM AND THE
WHITES.

AND

OTHER

ALL

WEEKS

mlUsLU BE STORE

THE STORE

,:.

v

Fun

Y

.

OF RELIABILITY, OFFERS TO THE BUYING PUBLIC THE FRESHEST, NEWEST AND LATEST

Staple Dry Goods, Ladies' Notions and Furnishings
Furnishings and Ladies, Gentlemen's and Children Shoes

Gentlemen's

than sold for the same prices elsewhere in the city. The entire stock la new no old or shelf worn goods and every gale la made
under an agreement that the purchase money will be refunded if purchasers are not satisfied In every particular.
Ladies desiring the latest
fabrics in dress materials will find in stock
Of finer quality

Silks Sicillians Mohairs Henriettas Serges Voils Broadcloies
NUNS' VEILING, EOLIENNES, CREPES, FLANNELS AND SUITINGS IN ALL PATTERNS AND SHADES. PRICES RANGE FROM
20c TO $3 PER YARD.
Supplementing the dress goods department are the choicest of White
Waistlngs, Wash Fabrics, Linings, and other staple dry goods. The
most beautiful and exclusive line of Ribbons and Neckwear Is being
displayed at reasonable prices. In Ladles' and Children's Furnishings we carry the

grades, of couise, range fifom the
rich and well educated of both races
to the shiftless Indians and ignorant
whites. There are, however, no longhaired men or short haired women on
either side in the controversy.
The youns ladies shown in the ac- companying pictures live in the Cher- oUee and t reek nations. .i isses ri ice,
.lennings and Ethel and Anna Martin
graduated this year from the Chero-twkoe seminary.

this town, for instance, is a high class
institution. It cost $100,000. Girls sent
out as graduates are not only drilled
in the classics, but have received a
good training in music and drawing.
These Indian maidens have the
grace and charm of manner that has
made soutliern girls famous. They are
real belles. As between the whites
and Indians there is no social lis-- ;
timtlon, persons of eejual grade in the
These
races mingling freely.

Taltquah, I. T.. Sept. 18. Indian
girls famed for their beauty abound
in the five nations. Many of them
are graduates of the noted schools in
the north. Two young women living
In 'Muskogee are graduates of Vassar.
And there are hundreds of highly educated girls who do not go so far away
from home for their schooling.
The Cherokee female seminary of

EVANS, AN AGED AND
OF THE
CITIZEN
THE VICTIM.
M ANGUS VALLEY
L.

RESPECTED

Pavid L. Evans, a veteran of the
War and a pioneer resident of
last
Grant county, was found dead Met-calf
Saturday in his cabin near the
place by a son of Chas. Lyons,
the Mangus ranchman, says the Silver
City Enterprise. The lad had been to
the mail box to get his father's mail,
and on his way back, as his usual
custom, stopped at the Evans place
to have a chat with the old man. Instead he found the remains of the
pioneer, on a bed inside the cabin,
with all traces of life extinct. He
immediately notified his father, and
word was sent to Charles Metcalf,
who was a member of the grand jury,
vir
itr;,ir lwft for the ranch Sat
urday night and made arrangements
for the funeral, which took place Sunday morning.
At first it was thought the old man
had died of natural causes, but an examination of the body and the torn
condition of the clthes, tend to the
theory that the unfortunate man was
attacked by a bull which had been
terrorizing the people in that section
of the country for several weeks past.
The bull has a broken leg and probably as a result of this accident, has
been in an Infuriated condition for
some time past .attacking everything
that cornea its way. The supposition
is that the old man, while out walking, in the vicinity of his cabin, was
attacked by the infuriated animal and
received internal injuries. That later
he crawled to his cabin and laid down
on his bed and died. The trousers;
and shirt across the abdomen were
ripped open and there were bruises
on the abdomen which might have
been caused by the impact with some
blunt instiument. The old gentleman
had been warned against the danger
but the day "before, by Charles Metcalf, who was attacked by the animal, and had a hard time escaping'
with his life. He related his expert-- ,
ence to Evans and told him to be
careful liow he ventured away from,
Thu warning was evl '
tho hr u u
dently unheeded, with th above re
suit.
Evans was a native of .i ;onui, iu
Greenup county, Ky., and was about
70 years old. lie enlisted with a Kentucky regiment early during the Civil
war, and served with honor and distinction during that bloody struggle.
Hp was elected second lieutenant by
his company out of a bunch of six
candidates, ho receiving more votes
He
tli a n the other five combined.
f ame out of the war a first lieutenant
and shortly afterward struck for the
west, coming to G lint county in the
here
early T'i's. and having
ever since, lie was unmarried, and
are
lie h.i
relatives
the nearest
some cousins rei ling in Kentucky.
Mr. Evans was a man of a most lovable disposition an tho.e who knew
him best say lie (oulil not have had
of
an enemy in the world by tea-ohis good nature and sunny disposition.
He was known and loveil by the n
i'p and down the river, who
grew to re.ai'd with aft'Cion
optimism and familiar figure
of Oil Man I'v.iiis." ami the news
of his death will bring a pang to the
bear's ot man) who have known bun
Civil

in life.

FRUIT CROP OF

PLENTY OF IRON, COAL AND LIME
ABOUND IN EVERY SECTION OF
THE TERRITORY.

ON WEST RAILROAD

price.

tor Ladies, Gentlemen, Children

s
Our line of shoes Is on of the largest In the southwest and
all of the desirable styles and leathers. Diamond Urand Shoes
were awarded the highest prize for excellence by the St. Ix)Uis exposition experts, and "nundreds of satisfied wearers of these shoes in Albuquerque will testify to the Justness of that award. You can buy
shoes In any store but you can get the best only at the GIjOBE
conf-prise-

STORK.

IN DRY GOODS,

NOTIONS, FURNISHINGS AND SHOES IN

FEW WORDS, WHEN SHOPPING, FIND

When you have found that, enter the door beneath and your troubles will cease.

AVE.

OTTO L. RICE.

rt

well-to-d-

0

The Hendrie

AMUSEMENTS

& Boltlioff

Mfg. and Supply Co
The

Pioneer Machinery House

if

Steam, Electric ar.d Hydraulic Engineering. Mine and Smelter SupBoilers, HEATING APPARATUS, Compressors, Saw
plies, Engines,
,.,
.macmnery,
.
. i.l
.
.
. .. . .
a
i
ana bengineer- - ana. .wiacninisw
mni, vvuvu-r- f urKiny
Tools and Supplies. Western agents for The American Radiator Co.
Special Catalogues on Application.
v

1621-163- 9

Seventeenth Street,

New High Class
Vaudeville
at the
Casino Tonight

the West

DENVER,

r

U

COLORADO

i

j

one-legge-

LOVE
THRIVES IX COMFORT

J

J

IJLTY

HER A

GET ACQUAINTED

GAS RANGE

THE KNIGHTS

See the Gas Man - Fourth and Gold Avenue

OF THE

We give on our laundry work? Try it and see how durable It Is.
Notice how long it keeps it finish. We turn out linen, white as enow
and free from all specks or wrinkles.

CARRIAGE

xuo

CARRIAGE

Cor. First

Street and Tijeras

Road

j

I kno 1; unbidden once at ev rv gate.
If siiei.iiiL', wake; if feasting, rise be-

fore
turn awav. It Is the hour of fate.
Ami they who follow mo reach every,

state

1

'

nappy TT
xiousewne
TT

-

M. BERGER

Hi West Copper Avenue.

CO.

j(

.QW

"EMPRESS."

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

.V'w Snick Just In. l.'veivliodv
Welcome to look tliroufUi our large

door repository.

Like Finding Money.
Finding health is like finding money
sf, think those n lio are sick. Whin
you h:ie a conli, co'd, sore throat or
rhe-- f
irritation, belli r act ir n p y
l:ke W .('. Itarber, of Sandy I.evol, Va.
lie savs: "I had a terrible chest trou
ble, caused by smoke and coal dust on
my 1'ii.L's; but. after fin in tz no relief!
iu have one
in o'her remedies, I was cured bv Ir. i'ieasure if. yonif when
of our hinh Rrad''
Kind's New Iiiseovery for Con su nip-ti.m. CoM'.-b- s
VKIIK'I.F.S ANI HliN'i:SS.
mil Colds." Cra'e-.- F:i'e
i f ;ir:
or Inn tr medicine in the
nr'-PRICKS I.OWKi; 'I'll W EVER.
wotM. At a drn'-'ff!t'0 cand fl.Oo;
inniMeed. Trial bottle f r, e.

m

j

I

RE-

PAINTING

ALBUQUERQUE CARRIAGE

1.0O

Who takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
breaa will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakes, pies aDd pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

HORSESHOEING

-

late.

AND

23, '05

ADMISSION
rnu A

Harness, Spring Wagone Built to
Order.

:

by
Hovel and mart and palace, soon nr.

TRIMMING
PAIRING

SEPT.

WOODM KN OUCH I0STKA

"Red Wagons'

IMPERIAL UUNDRY CO.

SUN

Grand Carnival Mask Ball
ELKS HALLSATURDAY,

Have You Noticed the Domestic Finish

-

I

MIDNIGHT

WILL DANCK ALL NIGIIT

Chu-pader-

FE COUNTY.

'

A

In

Grand Prize Winning Shoes

TO TELL THE WHOLE STORY OF RELIABILITY AND SUPERIOR QUALITY

Any section that has coal, iron and
limestone in abundance is destined
sooner or later to be a manufacturing
center, says the New Mexican. "No
character of property is increasing in
value so rapidly as big bodies of iron
ore," said, a few days ago, the oldest
and best known iron master of the
United States, John Eritz, of Uethle
hem, Pa., who manufactured the first
PAWNED HIS LEG.
armor plate in the United States and
was the founder of the great BethleIeg
get
Ills
Emil Johnstone is to
back. Emil was a transient in Crook-- ! hem steel works.
During the past fifty years he has
ston, Minn., early last spring, and was
shy of cash. He wanted to go to Du-- ! seen the iron production of the United
luth and applied to Chairman Misnerj States increase from 300,000 tons to
of the poor committee for aid. He had 22.000,000 tons a year, and yet, he
just arrived from Winnipeg, and was says, the great problem of the future
not projierly a city charge. He ex- will not be over production, but to
o
find the ore and build the works to
plained, however, that ae had a
brother in Duluth and t hat If be produce sufficient for the world's
was supplied with a ticket to thatj needs. It Is oniy a few years ago that
place he could care for himself. Al-- j the iron industry was established In
derman Misner agreed to aivauce the Alabama because the Iron ores and
money, providing Johnston-would j limestone were abundant in that part
leave one of his legs as a. hostage. of the south and today the northern
which Johnstone agreed to do. forth-- j part of Alabama as well as of the adwith depositing his wooden one, as it; joining state of Georgia has big steel
was more easily detacned than thei niids that employ thousands of well
He waBl paid workmen. It was Mr. Eritz who
one that grew naturally.
given his ticket and went on his wayj was one of the pioneers of the iron
rejoicing. John stone was later heard industry in Alabama despite the well
from In Minneapolis, where he wrotj meant advice of friends, who also adback for his leg, having secured em- - vised him against the building of an
ployment in a restaurant there. Hisj armor plate mill because it was feared
letter was answered and Inquiry made that such a plant could not find work
regarding the $7.50 advanced for 'ma enough to keep it running. It Is he
ticket while here, but no reply to this who was interested in the company
missive was received. Chairman Mis- that bought large tracts of iron ore
ner has decided now, however, to re- lands in Lincoln county, this territurn the leg to Johnstone gratis. Ho tory, several years ago, not for immesays there are no prospects for a
d
diate exploitation but because soonor
alderman, who might use the or later these Iron ore deposits will
artificial limb, and to keep it longer be ten times as valuable as they were
would be rnuuing a big chance of ge:-tin- g then, and their production would be
it warped, necessitating send'ng used by furnaces and mills in the
it to Mount Clemens, or Hunter Hot southwest. No other part of the Uni-te- r
Springs, Mont., for restoration to '.is
States Is more favorably situated
normal condition. If Johnstone will for the upbuilding of iron and steel
send his address to Alderman Misner mills than New Mexico with its one
his second leg will be forwarded to million and a half acres of coal lands
him at once, and no questions aked. having eight billion tons of coal in
and the incident be wound up. St. sight;
with its mountains of the
Paul Dispatch.
finest kind of lime and with its immense deposits of Iron ore at Pierro.
PRESIDENT'S FAVORITE VERSE. Grant county, which produces l.",o,ooo
tons annually; In eastern Socorro and
Workmen are engaged in cleaning western Lincoln counties, in the
up the little White House, administerin the Gallinas, in the Jicarilla
ing new coats of paint on the interior mountains, on ttie Hio Pecos, in southand snubbing up the outer walls. The ern Santa IV county. In the Cochlllo
cabinet room and the private oficfe of range in Sierra county, in the Pig
the president are being brightened up Hutcbet mountains, in the C'anoiicito
also, A great accumulation of books, district. Socorro county, and in other
photos and trinkets have been re- districts.
The Iron ore deposits of
moved from the president's oflice, and eastern Pennsylvania and New Jersey
when he returns to business in the have prae;;o;,My played out; those of
fall only one plcure will remain. This Michigan are n,,t inexhaustible, and
is va little gilt frame, enclosing a fac- larco quant it Irs
of iron ore at the
simile of the late John J. Iniralls' present day are imported from Cuba
It cannot lie many
famous verse on "Opiwirttmity." It is and rrn Spain.
the p: eshioiit 's favorite poem, HI I is oar.s in the future when the iron ore
deposits of New Mexico wib yield
as follows:
Ma.-t- i
r of human destinies am I.
their trea-uieand being situated so1
line, love ani fortune on mv loot- mar to coil mines and lime deposits
product
steps wait :
licitwill be utilized right at
("it i, s an, fields I wall;
by i n il ii s ' ri os which will give
i pone rate home
Deserts and bea.s remote, and, pa. sing employment to thousands of men.

Mortals desire and cot, qui r eve;y foe
Save death: but those who besitate,
('omletnn.-- to faiuie, penury and woe,.
!
n
of
fruit
Gnat
bae
eek me in aui and us,
mi
sh.ppe-this s. i : Irom the S in-- ,
plore:
north
of
iniies
ti.pe
Fhine orcbaid.
;m-- i
I return
r
no:
more
and
no
Espanola, and the property of lion. I..I
Itrooklvn Eagle.
llraifor.l I'rinee, says the New Mei-- ,
can. During the past few days the;
NOTICE.
shipments ef peaches have been es-- !
Tlie AMuiciui nine I'lanlns;
mill
pecia'.iy
For M.veral days changed haiiils on September 1.
V
day
per
s
box
to
15
these aniotmtel
11. Hull ani A. J. love, both
well
i
Denver
via
Hio
sent
and wire
known citizens of Albuquerque, r p- Grande express to Pueblo, where one resent the new firm.
of
wholesale fruit nouse disused
Don't wait for an explosion cook
them very rapidly and at fair prices.'
Kio Grande vali, y and rianta Kc conn- - with fas the humane way.
SANTA

and style and reasonabless

In both union and
excellent Hosiery, Muslin Undergarments in all grades and the Underskirts money can buy. The celebrated C. II. Corsets in all models; prices 60c to 2.50. Ladles' Kid
Cloves, $1 per pair all shades. Nothing to equal them in the city.
Try a pair and learn what elegant kid gloves are.

o

Santa Ke county, has been sold to .Mr.
Kwing, of Crede, Colo, for $800 on the,
trees. This Includes the late and!
winter apples, as the early apples
have been gathered and sold. Mr. Ew-- j
ing is also bargaining for trie entire;
fruit ,crop of the Round Mountain!
orcha-.dnear Santa Cruz, owned by
General Edward F. Ho-baof Santa Ee. The fruit crop of
the San Ildefonso and Santa Cruzj
sections this year is superior and
abundant.

In this stock will le found Coat Shirts. Union Undergarments, QuarIn collars and the most beautiful of neckwear.
Space forbids lengthy mention of this line, but a call at the OLC-U8TORE
will convince the most fastidious that further search need not be
made for apparel which meets all requirements In quality, comfort

ter sizes

Superior Mentor Underwear

tv fruit is becoming popular in Pu- NEW MEXICO'S
GORtD TO DEATH
eblo.
The apple crop on a plot of four
GREAT RESOURCES
BY ENRAGED BULL acres,
situated on the Gould orchard,
a little north of San Ildefonso. in!
DAVID

Especial Attention Is Galled to the Genthmen's Furnishings
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HORDEI7

WHOLESALE

&

CO

i

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE
J

AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

LIQUOR AND CIGAR

No Unpleasant Effects.
DEALERS
If voii ever took Io Witt's Little,
ExLlusive
Kaily Kisers for biliousness or const
Afetiti for Yello.o:
patien you know what pill pleasure is. and O. P. C. Whiskies, Meet A-- Cliar.don White Seal ( 'bun ipane, St. Louis
These famous little pills cleanse the H. C. Bohemian and Jo. Si blitz Milwaukee llottled Heel's, and oLer ui.
Writ (or our Illustrated, camlo'jc r
itvt r and rid tho system of all bile distributors of the .Ahtir.ei'j Whiskev.
un. salesroom m aiuiin r irsi auicr
without producing unpleasant effects. price list.
Automatic jeiepiiou
Sold by all druggists.
Mbuqiieruue New Mexico.
I

Wholesale Grocers

WE FILL

PRESCRIPTIONS

RIGhT

At Consistent Prices

NEXT

TO

BANK.

OF COMMERCE

203 W. Railroad Avei

-
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tie terrllory and several hundred
pgates are expectd to attend the

LOCAL AND

del- con- -

vent.lon

The annual plrnlr of the Christopher

Colombo society was held yesterday In
Barelas grove and was largely at-

PERSONA J j

tended. The Italian band furnished
music during the day.
Major J. H. Van Doren, a former resident of this city, but now of Jxis Angeles, Csl., is in the city to attend the
fair. The major has not missed a
fair for ninny years.
In the city
Sam Levy r El Paso,
to attend to the business of the Iovy
Bros., stock broUois here, during the
absence of Max, tho elder brother,
who has charge at this place.
B. A. Sleyster, the Insurance man,
has returned from a trip to northern
He reports that
New Mexico towns.
large crowds will visit the fair from
Raton, Las Vegas, Santa Fe and other
northern points.
J. VV, Akers Is down from Sa.nta Fe,
accompanied by his family. Mr,
Akcrs says that several hundred peo
ple will be down on the excursion
from Santa Fe tomorrow and will help
celebrate Santa Fe day.
J. C. Calhoun, who for some time
past conducted a large dairy In this
elty, left last nitsht for Portland; Ore.,
where he goes with a view of locating,
He was accompanied by his family.

WEATHER INDICATIONS.

QfiWEST

RA1Lr6)"DAVE.

Fair tonight; cooler In southeast
portion; Tuesday, fair.
ARRIVAL

nipt

pa

I

er Wins

JUDO I JLluU

No.
No.
No.
No.

the east, 7:30 p. ni.
the east, 10:30 p. ra.
the west, 6:45 p. m.
the west, 7:55 a. m.

TOAST.
Here's a health In homely rhym.
To our oldest classmate, Father Time,
May our last survivor live to be
As bald and as wise and as tough as
A

The watchwonl
"NothiiiR but tho best materials In our shoes," will
always govern the running of our business. Hut this Is not all. Wo
pay Just as much attention to the style and finish of every pair of
shoes as we do to their quality. Furthermore, we are hacking up this
statement of your money refunded If a pair of shoes falls to give satisfaction. Our new fall and winter styles aie ready for your

he!

:

'

1, from
7, from
8, from
2, ftom

OF TRAINS.

$1.50 to $4.00
Mens' Shoe
$1.35 to $4.00
Women' Shoe
Women' Strap Sandal. .$1.25 to $2.75
Felt Shoe and Slipper. .60c to $1.50
Shoe for Boy and Girl $1.00 to $2.50

O0000OOOOOO0O
WOMAN

BEHIND
THE POCKETBOOK.
Is the customer we appeal to. To be
sure, she wants the best grocery staples and table luxuries, but she wants
no overcharging for that "best." We're
not a bit afraid of her, for the simple reason that our prices can't be
beaten for the same quality. As a
matter of convenience, we will call for
and deliver orders at regular stated
Intervals, or In a hurry If you use the
'phone.
THE

F. F. TROTTER

Nob. 118 and 120, South Second St.

ooooooooooooo
Finish oft Fall
House Cleaning

with a coat of Heath & Milllgan's
paint over your wood work where
needed. You will find It most satisfactory. Inasmuch as It will make
clean things look cleaner, and,
what Is more, make them stay so.
We also have a largo stock of lumber, sash and doors, glass, cement,
and Rex Flint Kote Roofing.

aluqUerque lumber ra!
First Street and Marquette

C. R. Hollingsworth, of Demlng, Is
registered at tho Alvarado.
Miss Anna TOwps is in the city from
Ixirdslmrg attending tho fair.
Rev. M. Demarest, of Gallup, Is In
the city taking In the festivities.
W. C. Porterfield, a prominent
of Silver City, is among the fair
visitors In the city.
O. S. Brown, of Perea, N. M.. has
arrived in the city to take In the at
tractions at the fair.
Arthur Raithel, cashier of the Bank
of Deming, of Demlng, N. M., tg In the
city to remain during the fair.
Assistant United States District At
torney E. U Medler Is quite 111 at his
home on West Tijeras avenue.
Mrs. Reglna Strong, of Denver, Is
in the city, the guest of Mrs. W. W.
Strong, of West Railroad avenue.
C. F. Spader and O. S. Brown, two
well known mountaineers from the
Jemez country, are in the city today.
Miss Dorothy Galloway arrived this
morning from Silver City, and will bo
the guest of friends during tU? week.
Traveling Territorial Auditor Chas.
V. SafToid is in the city from Santa
Fe to take in a few days of the big
fair.
Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Whltcomb are
enjoying a visit with Mr. Whitcomb's
brother, J. A. Whltcomb and wife of
Boston.
Superintendent John Stein, of thtj
Harvey seating house system, Is In
the city from Las Vegas, his headquarters.
Herbert Barrett, of San Francisco,
Is spending a few days in the city,
and Is the guest of Mr. and Mrs. W.
W. McDonald.
Colonel W. M. Berger, the lawyer-edito- r
of Helen, Is In the city to attend the fair, and of course to talk
a little politics.
Mr. and Mrs. Pedro M. Ijobato are
enjoying a visit from Mrs. Antonio
Rael, of Santa Fe. The visitor Is the
mother of Mrs. Lobato.
William Mcintosh and Allen
two of Torrance county's
largest sheep owners, are among the
prominent visitors to the fair.
Rev. Thomas Harwood was In Las
Vegas yesterday.
He occupied the
pulpit of the Methodist church at the
Sunday morning services there.
Harry Coddington, sheriff of
county, and J. A. Gordon, came
in from Gallup this mornvng and will
mingle with the cowboys durUig the
week.
M. K. Durkln, of the Albuquerque
Gas, Electric Light & Power company, came In from, Denver last Saturday, and will probably remain during
the fair.
Ernest Zwelger, Charles Vorhes and
F. H. Mudge, were In the city yesterday from Belen. The report that the
whole of Belen will be In the city during the week.
Chief Clerk Alan R. MeCord. of the
surveyor general's office, Santa Fe,
and wife arrived In the city this morning to spend the week In the metropolitan festivities.
Hugh Murray, a well known citizen
of the Jemez hot springs, is here to
take In the fair. Mr. Murray Is twi
uncle of W. H. Greer, president of the
territorial fair.
United States District Attorney W.
Misses Ethel and Mabel of Santa Fe.
tend the term of the United States
court, which opened at the court
house this morning.
E. O. Murphy, a leading druggist of
Las Vegas, and a member of the territorial board of pharmacy, arrived In
tho city last night to attend a meeting of the hoard today.
John Kennedy, a prominent mer
chant of Gallup, Is In the city taking
in the sights. Mr. Kennedy says that
Gallup will contilbute several hundred visitors to the fair.
Next Saturday and Sunday, September 23 and 24, the members of the
League of the Methodist Epis
copal church of New Mexico will bold
their annual convention In this city.
The league is very strong throughout
y
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Don't Get Cold Feet, Keep Warm
We have just received the largest supply of Bedding ever received in
Albuquerque. Pillows, Blankets, Comforts, Sheets and slips. A large stock
of "Acorn" Heating Stoves and lan&es. -

O.

IV.

STRONG'S SONS

Furniture
Bargains..

DIA

installments

Wj are now open for business, with
a ",ew and secondhand line of furniture, at 114 South Fourth street, In
the Gleckler building.
IRVAN

& HAYGOOD.

M ONDS

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mail orders receive special attention.
RAILROAD

AVENUE.

EVERITT

ETC.

LEADING JEWELER

'

I

and left this morning for Santa Fe.
The Winslow Mall says: Mrs. C,
L. Fllnn leaves today for Albuiiueiqne
on a visit during fair week. She will
also atteml the wedding of Rev. William Wyllie, which takes place on
September 2ii.
Mrs. George T. Gould and daughter,
family of Dr. George T. Gould, of The
Citizen, arrived from El Paso yesterday, and in a few days will be domi
ciled at the corner of Fourth street
and West Santa Fe avenue.
Mrs. F. J. Easley and daughters,
Misses Etthel and Mabel, of Santa Fe,
arrived from the north last night and
will remain here all week. They are
guests at the home of Mr. and Mrs. O.
L. Rice, 812 South Edith street.
Rodrlck Stover and W. Y. Walton
returned this morning from their duck
hunt In Socorro county on the ponds
between San Antonio and San Marcial.
They were very successful, bagging
quite a large number of the

I

HOSTETTER'S
Stomach Bitters
is used exclusively by

hundreds of women
and girls. It cures ail.
ments peculiar to them
All
BicKiv
women
.ail
should try a bottle. It
never fails.
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Room in the City.
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Fine Coffee

E,

2 6 S. Second St.
1
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SIMON STERN
The Railroad Avenue C othler

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Goods
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE

Sul-lica- n

The onlv Short Order Lunch

S3. 50

posed to be a little lenient with those
charged with the minor transgressions
of the law and all were let down with
a $5 fine or given the option of spending the week In Jail. Most chose the
former and forked over the $5.
Conductor Griffith was in charge of
the train from the south this morning,
and Informs The Citizen that at least
200 passengers were booked for Albuquerque. They are all here today, will
remain during the week, and they will
all return home perfectly satisfied
with the vacation spent In the territorial metropolis.
Colonel Ralph E. Twltchell, president of the Northern New Mexico
fair, Is down fiom Las Vegas. The
colonel says that a big excursion will
come down from the Meadow City on
Wednesday to help celebrate Las Vegas day of the territorial fair, and root
for the Las Vegas Blues In the, game
with the Albuquerque Browns.
O. P. TJpdegraff, who will start the
races of the territorial fair, arrived
last night from Topeka, Kan., where
ho has been starting races for the
Kansas State Fair association the past
week.
He says that It rained the
greater part of tho week at Topeka
and the races that were run were In
heavy going. Many of the harness
races were cancelled.

web-foote- d

MERCHANTS

Douglas

i

of the fair. In view of the fact that
It Is fair week, the couit was dis-

fowl.

Gus Theltn, the well known Railroad avenue barber, returned yesterday from an extended visit to bis old
home In Sweden. Mr. Thelln has been
away several months and during that
time has visited most of the principal
cities of Europe.
At ihe Wells Fargo Express company's otlice this morning there were
fowls, all the way from a common, ordinary barnyard hen to an ostrlcu.
There were ducks, geese and parrots,
and the aspect was better than a scene
from the "Hills of California."
John W. Sullivan, superintendent of
the coal mines at Hagan, arrived in
Albuquerque last night and will remain here dining the week. Mr.
superintended the mining of
the huge chunk of coal that forms
one of the chief attractions at Traction park.
Hon. J. W. Hanlgan, one of the distinguished colonels of southern New
Mexico, came In from Demlng this;
morning and will remain a tew days,
Colonel Hanlgan represented his sea
tlon of New Mexico In the lower house
of the last territorial legislature, aqd
he made a good legislator.
John R. Abell, one of the car Inspectors In the local yards, left Saturday night for Denver, where he goes
to place In school his two youngest
boys, Roy and Ore. From there Mr.
Abell will go to Kentucky, his birthplace, and visit his old home. He will
return to Albuquerque In two montns.
John W. Corbett and E. A. Speck-man- ,
vice presidents of the territorial
fair association from Torrance county, are in the city. Mr. Corbett Is
accompanied by Mrs. Corbett.
The
Torrance county exhibit is being
brought over from Estancia by wagons
and will probably reach this city some
time this afternoon.
Ten victims faced his honor, Judge
Crawford, In police court this morning.
This Is the record for the first day

Strangers

Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,

Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. Write for Prices

Belting,

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST
1

xA

WHITNEY COMPANY
South

t,,

North Fint Street

401-4- 03

oooooooooo ooooecooooo

You can get at E. Maharam's, West
Railroad Ave., corner of Fourteenth, a
stylish, up to date ladles' or misses'
bat for $2, worth $1. $5, $6 and $7;
also a ladies' suit of silk mohair or
broadcloth, for $10.50, worth $20, $25
and $30. Come and convince your
self.

A

Fox No. 3 brand new $100 unre

deemed typewriter for sale cheap by

ROSENFIELD,

Owing to tho Montezuma ball on
Friday night, September 22, the Ladles of the Maccabees will give their
dance on Thursday night, September

"THE
The Largest

21.

IVES, THE FLORIST.

118 RAILROAD

Fresh Cut Flowers.

Bargains In saddles and harness at
Keleher's, 406 West Railroad avenue.

FintStrrt J
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Pawn-Brokin-

MAN

g

the Pawnbroker
YOU

CAN TRUST"

Establishment

in

AVENUE

the Southwest.
NEXT TO ST. ELMO
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Do you wear Blippers?

When bought rilit are a good Investment. Our prices are right. We Invite
you to call and examine the beautiful diamond goods we are offering; also

W. V. Wiiite, assistant secretary of
the territory, who has been spending
several weeks at the Jemez hot
springs, spent yesterday In the city

MONDAY, SEPT. 18, 1905.
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Wo have an

excellent line of men's Opera
pers in black or tan, kid lined, at
Sandals
One, two and thiee-stravld kid or patent colt, for ladies, range
from $1.25 to $2.75. Our fur trinmied
felt "Juliets," red, green or black, are
tho celebrated Alfred Dolge make, and
cost $1.25 and $1.50. C. May's shoe
store, 214 West Railroad avenue.
Slip11.50.

LEADERS !N OUR

IIARDWARK

LOME

STUDEBAKERS'
I?

TEAD THE WORLD. More Studebaker
Wagons used today than any other (3)

THE HOME OF THE DUTCHESS
We have just received the best line of medium priced
working and business pants in America

THE GUARANTEE
10c for a button, $1.00 for a rip or a new pair

Ask For Dutchess Trousers

$ 1.7 o $ p.so

$.75

Chop! Chop! Chop!
Tiresome, Isn't it, to get down the
chopping bowl and knife and prepare
something for the next meal?
But the tiresome method is out of date.
You can do the work with Sargent's
Gem

3.00 $3.50 $4.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
122 South Second Street

three makes combined. Best obtainable
wood stock used in constructing the "Studebaker" and is' seasoned from three to five
years before using. Write us for prices on
all kinds of vehicles.

119 West Gold Avenue

Food Choppe

better

r

and do it
labor.
The

with but little
chops all kinds of food in
coarse, medium or fine nieces, as de
sired. Useful in the preparation of substantiate and
desserts. You need it in your kitchen every day.
E. J. TOST S3L CO.,
Gem

llbuquerque.

"CTEP IN" while shopping and look over
our line of choppers and other useful
articles around the house. Bargains for all
at reduced prices. Refrigerators, Ice Oream
Freezers, Water Coolers, Stoves and Ranges,
Garden Hose and Sprinklers.
MECHANICS' AND CARPENTERS'
TOOLS A SPECIALTY
PROMPT OKLIVhrtY ON KVhltY PUKCHASfc

215 W. Railroad Ave.
ALBUQUERQUE,

-

NEW MEXICO

